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ABSTRACT
This report describes the research performed at the Center for Reactive Flow and
Dynamical Systems in the Laboratory for Computational Physics and Fluid Dynam-
ics, at the Naval Research Laboratory, in support of the NASA Microgravity Sdence
and Applications Program. The primary focus of this research is on investigating fun-
damental questions concerning the propagation and extinction of premixed flames in
earth gravity and in microgravity environments.
Our approach is to use detailed time-dependent, multispedes, numerical models
as tools to simulate flames in different gravity environments. The models include a de-
tailed chemical kinetics mechanism consisting of elementary reactions among the eight
reactive spedes involved in hydrogen combustion, coupled to algorithms for convection,
thermal conduction, viscosity, molecular and thermal diffusion, and external forces.
The external force, gravity, can be put in any direction relative to flame propagation
and can have a range of values. Recently more advanced wall boundary conditions such
as isothermal and no-slip have been added to the model. This enables the simulation
of flames propagating in more practical systems than before.
We have used the numerical simulations to investigate the effects of heat losses and
buoyancy forces on the structure and stability of flames, to help resolve fundamental
questions on the existence of flammability limits when there are no external losses
or buoyancy forces in the system, to understand the interaction between the various
processes leading to flame instabilities and extingmshment, and to study the dynamics
of cell formation and splitting.
Our studies have been able to bring out the differences between upward- and
downward.propagating flames and predict the zero-gravity behavior of these flames.
The simulations have also highlighted the dominant role of wall heat losses in the case
of downward-propagating flames. Details of the flame-extingnishment process during
downward propagation at the flammability limit have been elucidated. The simulations
have been able to qualitatively predict the formation of multiple cells and the cessa-
tion of cell-splitting. Our studies have also shown that some flames in a mlcrogravity
environment can be extinguished due to a chemics3 instability and without may exter-
nal losses. However, further simulations are needed to more completely understand
upward-propagating and zero-gravity flames as well as to understand the potential
effect of radiative heat losses.
3
INTRODUCTION
I
In this report we describe the research performed at the Naval Research Labo-
ratory in support of the NASA Microgravity Science and Applications Program over
the period February 1989--September 1991. This work has been performed at the
Center for Reactive Flow and Dynamical Systems in the Naval Research Laboratory
by Drs. Gopal Patnaik, K. Kai]asanath and Elaine Oran.The emphasis of our research
h_ been on investigating fundamental combustion questions concerning the propaga-
tion and extinction of gas-phase flames in microgravity and earth-gravity environments.
Our approach to resolving these fundamental questions has been to use detailed time-
dependent, multispecies numerical models to perform carefully designed computational
experiments. The basic questions we have addressed, a general description of the nu-
merical approach, and a summary of the results are described in this introduction.
More detailed discussions are presented in the next two sections and in the appendices
to this report.
It is well known from flammability studies in Earth gravity that a flame propagat-
ing upward in a tube propagates in a wider range of mixture stoichiometries and dilu-
tions than a flame propagating downward. Ttds means that the apparent flammability
limits of upward.propagating flames are broader than those of downward-propagating
flames. Various explanations for this phenomena are based on factors such as buoyancy
forces, preferential diffusion, flame chemistry, conductive and radiative heat losses, the
aerodynamics of burnt gases, and flame stretch [1-8] . Furthermore, instabilities are
often observed in the propagation of flames, especially near the flammability limits.
One certainty is that gravitational acceleration (buoyancy) is very important and may
also be interacting with and influencing other physical processes.
A systematic study which isolates the various processes that could lead to flame
instabilities and extinction is needed to gain a better understanding of flammability
limits in genera] and more specifically, the role of gravity on flame propagation and
extinction. Numerical simulations, in which the various physical and chemical processes
can be independently controlled, can significantly advance our understanding of flame
instabilities in a microgravity environment and flammability limits on earth and in a
microgravity environment. In the past three years, we have addressed a number of
basic issues aimed at resolving some of the important aspects of flame structure and
propagation. There are still many questions left unanswered and, as such, this final
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report is also a progress report on a continuing investigation.
The basic issues we have addressed are: the effects of heat losses and buoyancy
forces on the structure and stability of flames, the existence of flammability limits in
the absence of external losses or buoyancy forces in the system, and the extinguishment
process at the downward-propagation limit.
Our cu_ent numerical simulations of hydrogen-Lit flames in a two-dimensional
channel have been able to bring out some of the differences observed between upward-
and downward-propagating flames and predict the _ro-gravity bchavior of these flames.
The simulations have also highlighted the dominant role of wall heat losses in the case
of downward-propagating flames. Details of the flame-extinguishment process during
downward propagation at the flammabi].ity limit have been elucidated. The simulations
have been able to qualitatively predict the formation of multiple cells and the cessation
of cell-splitting. Our studies have also shown that some flames in a microgravity envi-
ronment can be extinguished without external losses. However, further simulations are
needed to more completely understand upward-propagating and zero-gravity flames as
well as to understand the potential effect of radiative heatlosses.
In the reseaxch described here, we have used both 'one-dimeiisional and two-
- _mensional numerical simulations to systematically isolate and evaluate the impor-
tance of various processes that might be controlling the dynamics of flames, particularly
near the flammability limits, and to evaluate the relative importance of these processes
in normal gravity and m/crograx_ity. Both the numerical models are time-dependent
and solve the multispecies coupled partial differential reactive-flow equations. These
models include a detailed chemical kinetics mechanism coupled to algorithms for convec-
tion, thermal conduction, viscosity, molecular diffusion, thermal diffusion, and external
forces. The external force, gravity, can be in any direction relative to flame propagation
and can have a range of values. Energy sources and sinks may also be prescribed as a
function of time. The models are described in greater detail in the next section.
COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS
Two computational models developed at NRL, FLIC2D and FLAMEID, have
been used in the work reported here. FLIC2D has been used in the past to study
the tendency of hydrogen-sir mixtures to exhibit cellularstructure [9]and to model
diffusion flames [I0]. Here, we are using it to study the effects of gravity mad heat losses
on structure and stability of multidimensional flames. Many submodels in FLIC2D are
based on FLAMEID, a one-dimensional, time-dependent Lagrangian model which has
been tested extensively and applied to various studies of flame phenomena including
calculations of burning velocities [11,12], minimum ignition energies and quenching
distances [12,13], effects of curvature and dilution [14], and flammability limits [15].
Here, this one-dimensional mode] is used to further explore the rich-flammability limit
of hydrogen-sir mixtures. Both models are briefly described below.
FLAMEID
This is a time-dependent model [12] which solves the compressible, conservation
equations for mass, momentum and energy [16,17] in one spatial dimension. Since it
was developed specifically to study the initiation, propagation, mad quenching of lami-
nar flames, it consists of algorithms for modelling convection, detailed chemical kinetics
and energy release, thermal conduction, molecular mad thermal diffusion of the individ-
ual species, and _-axious energy deposition mechanisms. The model has a modular form
and the algorithms representing the various chemical and physical processes are com-
bined using an asymptotic timestep-splitapproach in which the individual processes
are integrated separatelyand then coupled together [17,18].The model also permits a
varietyof initialand boundary conditions.
The convective transport terms in the equations are solved by the algorithm AD-
INC, a Lagranglan convection algorithm which solvesimplidtly for the pressures [19].
Since ADINC communicates compression and expansion acrossthe system implicitly,
itovercomes the Courant time-steplimit.Since itisLagrangian, itcan maintain steep
gradients computationally without numerical diffusionfor a long period of time. This
isimportant in flame calculationswhere the diffusivetransportof material and energy
can govern the system evolutionand thereforemust be calculatedaccurately.An adap-
tive regridding algorithm has been developed to add and deletecomputational cells.
For the flame calculation,cellsare added in the regionahead of the flame so that the
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front always propagates into a finely zoned region. Cells are removed behind the flame
where the gradients are very shallow.
The chemical interactions are described by a set of nonlinear coupled ordinary dif-
ferential equations. This set of equations may be stiff when there are large differences
in the time constants assodated with different chemical reactions, and are invariably
stiff for combustion problems. These equations are solved using VSAIM, a fully vec-
torized version of the sdected asymptotic integration method CHEMEQ [20,21]. In
VSAIM, the stiff equations are identified and solved using a very stable asymptotic
method while the remaining equations are solved using a standard classical method.
The diffusive transport processes considered in this model are molecular diffusion,
thermal conduction and thermal diffusion. These processes are crucial to the description
of flame phenomena since they are the mechanisms by which heat and reactive species
are transported ahead to the unburned gas. An iterative algorithm, DFLUX, is used to
obtain the diffusion velocities without the cost of performing matrix inversions [17,22].
This method has been vectorized and is substa_ntia,Uy faster than matrix inversions
when four or more species are involved.
Problems can be set up in either planar, cylindrical, or spherical coordinates as
well as a variable power series coordinates which can model one-dimensional nozzle-like
geometries. The model can also be configured with either an open or closed boundary
-at one end. The open boundary simulates an unconfined system.
FLiC2D
FLIC2D is a time-dependent, Eulerian, implicit, compressible, two-dimensional
flame model. In FLAMEID, a Lagrangian method was chosen for convective transport
because eliminating the advection term in effect means eliminating numerical diffusion
from the calculation. Extending this Lagrangian approach to mu]tidimensions would be
extremely difficult and expensive, requiring many years of algoritl_m development and
testing. Therefore , We felt that we would have more success in multidimensions with an
Eulerian method. However, most Eulerian methods are .either more numerically diffu.:
sive than what is acceptable in a flame model, or they are explicit and hence extremely
inefficient at the very low velocities associated with laminar flames. To circumvent
these numerical problems, we developed BIC-FCT, the Barely Implicit Correction to
Flux-Corrected Transport [23,24]. BIC-FCT combines an explicit high-order, nonlinear
FCT method [25,26] with an implicit correction process. This combination maintains
high-order accuracy and yet removes the timestep limit imposed by the speed of sound.
By using FCT for the explicit step, BIC-FCT is accurate enough to compute sharp
gradients without overshoots and undershoots. Thus spurious numerical oscillations
that would lead to unphysical chemical reactions do not occur. The development of
this new algorithm has made it possible to model multidimensional flames in detail.
However, because there is always some residual numerical diffusion, even in high-order
Eulerian algorithms, we need to momtor calculations to ensure that numerical diffusion
never becomes larger than the physical diffusion processes we need to resolve.
In generalizing the flame model to two-dimensions, simplifications were made in
the diffusive transport calculations in order to reduce the cost of computations. In
FLIC2D, thermal conductivity of the individual species is modeled by a polynomial
fit in temperature to existing experimental data. Individual conductivities are then
averaged using a mixture rule [12,27] to get the thermal conductivity coefficient of the
gas mixture. A similar process is used to obtain the mixture viscosity from individual
viscosities. Heat and momentum diffusion are then calculated explicitly using these
coe_cients.
Mass diffusion also plays a major role in determining the properties of laminar
_- flames. Binary mass-diffusion coefficients are represented by an exponential fit to exper-
imental data, and the individual species-diffusion coefficients are obtained by applying
mixture rules [12].The indi_-idual species-diffusion velocities are determined explicitly
by applying Fick's law followed by a correction procedure to ensure zero net flux [27].
This procedure is equivalent to using the iterative algorithm DFLUX [22] (used in
FLAME1D) to second order.
The chemical reaction-rate equations are mode]led and solved as before using a
vectorized version of CHEMEQ, an integrator for stiff ordinary differential equations
[21]. Because of the complexity of the reaction scheme and the large number of com-
putational cells in a two-dimensional calculation, the solution of the chemical rate
equations takes a large fraction of the total computational time. A special version of
CHEMEQ called TBA was developed to exploit the special hardware features of the
CRAY X-MP and Y-MP.
As in the one-dimensional code, all of the chemical and physical processes are
solved sequentially and then coupled asymptotically by timestep splitting [17,18]. This
modular approach greatly simplifies the model and makes it easier to test and change
themodel. Individual modules were tested agaJxlst known analytic and other previously
verified numerical solutions. One-dimensional predictions of the complete model were
compared to those from the Lagrangian model FLAMEID which has been benchmarked
extensively against theory and experiment.
In summary, all of the chemical and diffusive-transport algorithms are essentially
the same in FLIC2D as in FLAME1D. Thus given the input data concerning the species,
their transport coefficients, and the reactions among the species, either the one- or two.
dimensional model can be run. The major differences between the two models are in the
costs of running them and the algorithm chosen for convective transport. In general,
we use the results of one-dimensional calculations as initial conditions for the two.
dimensional calculations in order to reduce the cost of computations. A report on the
code discusses more details than what is presented here [28].
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YSUMMARY OF RESEARCH
In this section we briefly describe the research performed for the Microgravity
Science and Applications Program. The research can be broadly divided into five
categories: (a) dynamics of cellular flames, (b) effects of gravity on flame instabilities
and structure, (c) role of heat losses and viscosity on flame structure (d) extinguishment
process at the lean-flammability limit and (e) instabilities near the rich-flammability
limit. Each of these categories are discussed below.
Dynamics of Cellular Flames
Our initial simulations [29] of cellular flames were in qualitative agreement with
experimental observations on the stability of flames in lean and rich hydrogen-oxygen-
nitrogen mixtures [30]. However, the vigorous cell-splitting observed in the experiments
in the NASA drop tower [31] were not observed in these simulations. This difference
could have been due to the small system size of 2 cm used in the simulations. Therefore,
we repeated some of the earlier simulations but _bth a larger system size of 5.1 cm.
This particular size was chosen because it corresponds to the diameter of the standard
flammability limit tube and one of the eventual aims of these simulations is to calculate
flammability limits.
- The early time history of the flame in a 1.5:1:10 mixture in a 5.1 cm channel is the
same as that observed earlier for a flame in a 2 cm channel. However, for longer times,
the cells present in the center of the _bder channel grow larger and split into smaller
cells. Then, these smaller cells grow larger and continue the splitting process.
After this demonstration of the ability of the code to simulate multiple cell-splits,
we investigated the "cell-split limit" postulated from experimental observations [31].
The ceU-split limit refers to Ronney's experimental observation that for mixtures leaner
than 5.5 % hydrogen (in air), the cells that form do not split. He has also attributed
this limit to radiative or other heat losses from the system. If heat losses are essential
for this limit, then these calculations should not observe such a limit.
We simulated the structure and dynamics of flames in a series of mixtures with
15% or less hydrogen in air. We observe brisk formation of cells and their subsequent
splitting in lean mixtures with more than 11% hydrogen. In leaner mixtures with
9.5-11% hydrogen, the formation and splitting of cells is less vigorous. For mixtures
with 9% or less hydrogen, a single cell is formed which does not split at all. For these
r
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mixtures,evencalculations for very long times (0.4 seconds) in larger systems (10.2 cm
channel width) did not show any indications of cell-splitting.
In summary, a complete cessation of cell splitting is observed in mixtures between
9 and 9.5 % hydrogen in air, indicating that a cell-split limit also exists in our numerical
simulations. However, the mixture at which this limit occurs is higher than the 5.5 %
mixture found in the experimental observations. The reasons for this discrepancy are
not yet known and may be due to many differences that exist between the experimental
set-up and the numerical simulations. For example, the experiments were carried out in
a spherical vessel, in which the cellular phenomena is three-dimensional. The numerical
calculations simulated ceBnlar flames in a two-dimensional channel. Also, the effect of
the halon additive on the cellular structures in the experiments is not fully understood.
Heat losses have been postulated as a mechanism that cs.n cause a cell-split limit.
However, the simulations in this study do not include any loss mechanism; yet such a
limit is still observed. This suggests that external loss mechanisms are not required and
that the cell-split limit is actually an intrinsic feature of the lean hydrogen-air mixture
itself. However, the actual mixture at which ceB splitting ceases may be affected by
losses,
Details of this work have been presented at the 1989 Eastern States Combustion
Institute Meeting [32] and the 1990 AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting and is published
as AIAA Paper No. AIAA-90-0041 [33]. This paper is included in this report as
Appendix A.
Effects o[ Gravity on Flame Instabilities and Structure
We have investigated the effects of gravity on flames in both a narrow 2 cm channel
as well as a wider 5.1 cm channel. Only the phenomena observed in the wider channel is
discussed here. Our earlier calcnlations can be found in Ref. [34,35]. In this systematic
series of simulations, the effects of gravity on a sequence of hydrogen-air mixtures from
15 % hydrogen to 7.5 % hydrogen was studied.
The calculations show that the effects of gravity become mote important u the
lean flammability limit is approached. In mixtures with 12% or more of hydrogen in
air, gravity plays only a secondary role in determining the multidimensional structure
of the flame, with the stability and structure of the flame controlled primarily by
the thermo-diffusive instability mechanism. However, in leaner hydrogen-air mixtures
.t
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gravity becomes more important. Upward-propagating flames are highly curved and
evolve into a bubble rising upwards in the tube. Downward-propagating flames are
fiat or even oscillate between structures with concave and convex curvatures. The
zero-gravity flame shows only cellular structures. Cellular structures which are present
in zero gravity can be suppressed by the effect of buoyancy for mixtures leaner than
11% hydrogen. These observations have been explained on the basis of am interaction
between the processes leading to buoyancy-induced Rayleigh-Taylor instability and the
thermo-diffusive instability.
The thermo-diffusive instability was found to be present in all the mixtures studied
sad at both orientations of gravity and is responsible for the small, cell-like structures
which are observed in the early stages of all these simulations. However, the presence of
the buoyancy-induced instabilityaltersthe largescalestructureofthe flame. The effect
of buoyancy on the cellularstructuresformed by the thermo-diffusiveinstabilityissmall
in mixtures which have greaterthan 11% hydrogen. In a 11% mixture, a downward-
propagating flame is flatwith small cellsthat repeatedly split.In leaner mixtures,
the effectof gravity is more dramatic. In these mixtures, the upward-propagating
flame has the characteristicbubble shape observed experimentally and the downward
propagating flame has oscillationscharacteristicof the Rayleigh-Taylor instabilityand
does not have any cellularstructures. These resultsagree with the theory [36]that
indicatesthat the influenceof gravity isgreaterfor lower flame speeds and that such
oscillatorybehavior ispossible.These resultsindicatethat the instabilitymechanisms
can interactin a quite complex manner, and even though one mechanism can mask the
other,in certainregimes, both can be equally important.
Calculations for stilleaner mixtures are needed to address the actual extinction
behavior of upward and downward-propagating flames. Loss mechanisms such as heat
and r_clicalossesto the wails as wellas radiationmight alsoplay a rolein determining
the detailedextinctionbehavior of these flames. These effectsare being systematically
considered in furthercalcnlatjonssome of which are discussednext.
These resultshave been presented and published in the Proceedings of the Twenty-
third Symposium (International)on Combustion [37]and isenclosed as Appendix B.
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Role of Heat Losses and Viscosity on F]a_ne Structure
In many practical app_cations as well as in the determlnation of fla_mmability
limits, flames are confined. Heat and radical losses will occur to the confining walls
and the flow will also have to come to rest at the surface of the walls. All these processes
may significantly affect the structure and dynamics of flames.
As & first step, detailed two-dimensional numerical simulations have been carried
out to investigate the effects of heat and momentum losses (due to viscosity) to the
walls on the structure and dynamics of flames in a 10% hydrogen-air mixture. The
s/mulations of flames in zero-gravity show that momentum losses to adiabatic w_l_
result in flames with very complex shapes in which the portion of the flame near the
walls moves significantly faster than the central portion of the flame. This phenomena
occurs because of the slower flow velocities near the walls. However, viscous effects
play only a secondary role when the walls are assumed to be isothermal. In this case,
heat losses to the walls play a dominant role resulting in the formation of additional
cellular structures near but slightly displaced from the walls. This displacement from
the w_s is a key factor in the secondary role played by viscous effects because it moves
the flame to the outer edges of the viscous boundary layer.
We also investigated how gravity modifies the structure and dynamics of flames in
an isothermal, two-dimensional channel. Heat losses are found to significantly modify
upward- and downward-propagating flames. In the upward-pr0pagating case, instead
of a single bubble rising in the tube, a two-fingered flame is observed. This flame has
some features similar to experimentally observed flames in lean hydrogen-air mixtures.
The downward-propagating flame is also qu./te different when the effect of heat losses
are considered. In this case, a flame is "visible" only in the central portion of the chan-
nel. Again, this flame is qualitatively similar to some near.limit flames in experiments.
Furthe_ calculations described below provide valuable insights into the dynamical be-
havior observed experimentally in flames near extinguishment. Details of this work
have been presented and published as AIAA paper No. 91-0784 [38] and is enc]or, ed as
Appendix C.
Exting_shment Process at the Lean.Flammabih'ty Limit
The experimentally observed flammability limit is between 9 and 10% for down-
ward flame propagation in lean Hydrogen-air mixtures. Therefore further simulations
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including the effectof wall heat losseswere carriedout for flames in I0%, 9.75%, 9.5%
mad 9% hydrogen-air mixtures. The computational resultsshow that a downward prop-
agating flame in an isothermal channel has a flammability limitof around 9.75%. The
detailsof the extinguishment process in thismixture has been analysed and found to
be in excellentagreement with experimental observations.
In experiments, the flame isfirstobserved to halt itsdownward propagation and
then actually move back up into the burnt products. From the simulations we can
understand the reason for thisobserved behavior. The simulationsindicate that the
flame isquenched at the wMls and tongues of coldergases,comprised mainly of burnt
products flow down the tides. At the same time, there is an upward motion of the
gases at the centerof the channel, causing the flame to riseup intothe burnt products.
Further simulations also indicate that the dilutionof the unburnt mixture with the
products of combustion isan essentialstep in the extinguishment
Our earliersimulationshave shown that a flame can propagate downward in a 9%
mixture in a channel with adiabaticwails and cellularflames occur in thismixture in
a zero-gravityenvironment. These observations taken in conjunction with our current
simulations indicate that both heat lossesand gravity are simultaneously required to
cause the observed limit.A general conclusionfrom thiswork isthat detailednumerical
simulations that include wall heat lossescan adequately simulate the dynamics of the
extinguishment process in downward-propagating flames. Further detailsof thiswork
are given in Appendix D where a paper presented at the 30th Aerospace Sciences
Meeting isenclosed [39].
Instabilities Near the R.ich.F]ammability Limit
As discussed in the previous section, we have a detailed description of the behavior
of flames at the downward-propagation limit. At the upward-propagation limit, the
flames are highly three-dimensional and therefore must await the development of a
three-dimensional model for a complete description. Meanwhile, we have also been
studying the issue of fundamental flammability limits in a zero-gravity environment.
Even in the absence of buoyancy forces, there are many competing factors such as
preferential diffusion, flame chemistry, conductive and radiative heat losses, the aerody-
namics of burnt gases, and flame stretch that can cause flammability limits. Numerical
simulations provide an ideal way to systematically isolate and evaluate the role of vat-
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ious factors. In an earlier study (supported by the MSAP) on the effects of cur,,-ature
and dilution on flame propagation [14], it was shown that a flame can be extinguished
with less di/ution in one geometry than in another, even in the absence of external heat
losses and buoyancy effects. SpecificaLly, we showed that a planar flame can propagate
steadily in a dilute mixture which does not support a spherically expanding flame.
Because this behavior is related to the effects of flame stretch and Lewis number, it
raises the fundamental question of whether there is an extinguishment Limit in the
absence of stretch effects. Tlns question can be addressed by carefully studying the
behavior of planar flames in the absence of external heat losses and gravitational el-
fects. Our preliminary results [15] showed that there is such a Limit. However, a more
recent numerical study of methane flames suggests that there may not be any limit for
methane-air mixtures in the absence of heat losses [40].
Therefore, we conducted a more systematic study of flames in rich hydrogen-air
mixtures. Because these flames are nearly one-dimensional, we conducted these investi-
gations with the FLAMEID code. Results from the numerical simulations indicate that
a Steady burning velocity is not obtained for very rich hydrogen-air mixtures. As the
amount of hydrogen is increased, at first a damped oscillation is observed in the flame
and burning velocities, and then with further increase in the amount of hydrogen, an
undamped oscillation with a complex set of frequencies is observed. Simulations with
a simplified one-step irreversible chemical reaction do not show these osci_ations, sug-
gesting that chemical kinetics plays a strong role in inducing these oscillations. Further
analysis Shows that the oscillations are due to a competition for H atoms between chain
branching and chain-terminating reactions. However, the limiting mixture predicted
by these simulations is beyond the experimentally observed limit. These differences
may be because of the neglect of phenomena such as stretch and radiative heat losses.
Simulations of spherically expanding flames suggest that stretch effects (due to
curvature) will cause the oscillations to occur in less rich mixtures than that observed for
planar flames. Further calculations including multidimensional effects and radiative sad
conductive heat losses axe needed to quantitatively determine the flammability Limits
in zero-gravity as well as to more fully understand the significance of the instability
induced by Chemical kinetics. "
This work _Was presented at the 13th ICDERS meeting [41] and is described in
greater detail in Appendix E.
I
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The calculationsdiscussedabove have lead to a better understanding of the struc-
ture and propagation of flames. We now understand the reasons for some of the ob-
served differencesin the structureof upward and downward propagating flames. We
alsohave a detaileddescriptionofthe extinguishment process in downward-propagating
flames and richhydrogen-air flames. However, these simulationshave alsobrought up
a number of unresolved issueswhich need to be examined. Four major issueswhich
need to be addressed are: (I) What isthe roleof radiation in near-llmitflame phe-
nomena, especiallyfor hydrocarbon flames ? (2) Will the extinguishment process and
the relativeimportance of variousinstabilitymechanisms be the same forhydrocarbon
flames as for hydrogen flames ? (3) Are burner-stabilizedflames significantlydifferent
from freelypropagating flames ? and (4) How does three-dimensionalitymodify the
observationsfrom the two-dimensional simulations?
The issuesraisedabove are idealforbeing studied cost-effectivelyusing numerical
simulations.However, they have not been studied systematicallydue to the lack of a
three-dimensional,time-dependent flame model and adequate sub-models forhydrocar-
bon flames (especiallyradiationmodels). Detailed reaction mechanisms are available
for some hydrocarbons but the costof inchldingsuch mechanisms in time-dependent,
multidimensional simulationsisvery high. The solutionof the chemical rate equations
takesa slg_-i_cantportlon (60 -70%)-of the computer time because of the largenumber
of speciesand the large num1_er of rate equations involved in a mechanism consisting
of e]ementraryreactions.One approach to reducing the costof multidimensional flame
simulationsis to use a greatlysimplifiedreactionmechaRisml However, a satisfactory
simplifiedreaction mechanism does not existcurrently,even for methane. Although,
we have reduced a I08 reaction-ratemechanism formethane to about 50 rates[42],this
is stilltoo expensive to use in a multidimensional flame calculation.Currently there
are many ongoing effortsto find ways of easing the burden of integratingfullchemi-
cal reaction-ratemechanisms [43-46].Using such simplifiedapproaches in FLIC2D is
straightforwardand willenable us to simulate multidimensional flames in hydrocarbon
mixtures.
Another approach to reducing the cost of chemistry calculations is to develop
faster chemical integration algorithms. We are continually finding ways to make the
algorithms we use faster. In addition, there are some new approaches to sorting stiff
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equations [47] which are prom/sing. However, it is unlikely that reducing the computer
time required by using faster algorithms alone will be suf6cient to allow us to perform
detailed calculationsof complex hydrocarbon flames cost-effectively.
The major advances being made in paralld computingwill probably be the crucial
factorenabling us tosimulate the hydrocarbon flamesto the same levelofdetailas we do
with the hydrogen flames. Currently,we _e working on an increasinglymore parallel-
processing approach for doing our multidimensional flame simulations. Meanwhile,
additionaleffortsare alsobeing made in developing simplifiedchemistry and radiation
models.
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Appendix A
Dynamics of Cellular Flames in Microgravity
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Abstract
Detailed, time-dependent, two-dimensional numerical
simulations of premixed laminar flames bays been
u_,d to study the initiation and subsequent develop-
ment of ceUular structures in lean hydrogen-air fiames.
The model includes detailed hydrogen-oxygen combus-
tion with 24 elementary reactions of eight reactive
species and a nitrogen diluent, molecular diffusion of
all species, therms/conduction, viscosity, and convec-
tion. This model has been used to study the non-
linear evolution of cellular flame structure and shows
tb_ cell splitting, as observed in experiments, can be
predicted numerically for sufficiently reactive mixtures.
The structures that evolved also resembled the cellular
structures observed in experiments. The present study
sKows that the "cell-split limit" postulated from ex-
penmental observations m an intrinsic property of the
mixture sad that external factors such as heat losses
are not neceslary to cause this limit.
The structure of flsu'r_.s, especially near flammability
l!mits, is usually multidimensional. To investig_e such
multidimensional effects, we have developed a time-
dependent, two-dimensional model that can simul_e
either premixed or diffusion flames. In this paper,
we present results of calculations using this model to
study the structure of prerr_ed laminar flames in lean
hydrogen-sir mixtures. These results are discussed in
terms of the formation d cellular structure, and the
existence of a "cell-split* limit as observed experimen-
tally in s microgravity environment I. In this study we
restrict our attention to lean hydrogen flames in sero
gravity, thus eliminating the effects of gravity.
Cellular structures in flames have been observed in
the microgrzvity experiments in the NASA drop tower s
and Lear-jets s. Ronney has recently reported some de-
tailed experimental observltions of cellular structures
of lean hydrogen flames in microgravity:. He describes
the formation of numerous cells which split vigoroully
in hydrogen-sir mixtures with greater than ,5.5% hydro-
gen. For mixtures dose to $.5%, fewer cells are formed
which then subsequently split. For leaner mixures be-
low 5.5% cells form, but do not undergo division. He
has observed the supression ofceU division in a 7% mix-
ture to which a halon flame retardent has been added.
This paper is declareds v,ork of the U.S. Governmentand
is not subject to cop)risht pro;action in the United States.
He proposes a "cell-split limit" below which cells still
form, but do not undergo any cell splitting. This limit
has been attributed to radiative or other heat losses 4
Multidimensional structures are often formed as
the result of the instability of a one-dimensional flame
to pertubations. Linear stability analy_ can provide
information on the roles of variotm procemm _t the on-
set of instability. However, the prediction of the growth
of this instability to the final form is beyond the scope
of these analyses. Numerical calculations can be used
to help understand both the onset of the instability
and the evolutionary process that produces the mul-
tidimensional structure. The numerical simulations of
flsJ_es prmented here include as input s multkeaction
mechanism for hydrogen combustion, molecular di/fu-
sion between the reactants, intermediates, and prod-
ucts, thermal conduction, and couvectioo. Such a de-
tsdled model allows us to investigate the multidimen-
sionsl structure of flmmes and to evaluate the impor-
tance of various contributing physics/ procemes. We
have _ready used simulation, to show that, in the
absence of gravity, cellular structure is c_used by the
thermo-diffusive mechanism I.
The thermo-diffusive instability investigated by
Barenblatt and Zeldovich s'v is the major mechJmism
that gives rise to cellular structure that can occur in
prerr_ed flaulnesin sero gravity. This instability mech-
anism involves a competition between mus diffusion of
the deficient reactant and diffusion of beat in the mix-
ture. For lean hydrogen-air mixtures, hydrogen is the
limiting reactant and it8 mm diffusivity significantly
exceeds the thermal diffusivity of the mixture, and the
flame is predicted to be unstable. Because our numer-
ical model dtbe premixed hydrogen flarne includes Ill
the physical mechanisms that giverise to this instabil-
ity, it provides an ideal test-bed to study the evolution
of cellular structures.
The goal of this piper is to investigate the cellular
structure arising from flame instability and, in partic-
ular, to determine if the cell-split limit is an intrinsic
feature of lean hydrogen mixtures which exists even in
the absence of beat losses. Below we describe the nu-
merical model, show its results in simulating very lean
hydrogen-sir flames with different stoichiometries, de-
t,ermine s cell-spilt limit, and show that it is an inherent
property of the mixture.
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lI. Multidimensional Flame Model
A detailed model of a flame must contain accurate rep-
resentations of the convective, diffusive, and chemical
processes. The individual importance of these pro-
ceases varies from rich to lean flames, and is especially
notable nest the flammability limits s where the exact
behavior of these flames depends on a delicate balance
among the processes. The reactive-flow conservation
equations _e solved for density, p, momentum, p]7, to-
tal energy E, and the number densities of individual
species, na, i = I ..... n,p according to:
Op
_- + V. (p0) = 0,
_-+ v.(pO0) = x_,Vx O + v( _.O),
OE
+ v. (cO) = -v. (pO) + v.
fi,p Rr
Affil vsl
ant
+ 9. (naO)= -9-(-a + =h.
.*._ere t7 is the fluid velocity/ P is the pressure, p is
ithe coefficient of viscosity, ¥ is the body force due to
gravity, K is the thermal conductivity of the mixture of
gases, ha is tee enthalpy of species k, Va is the diffusion
velocity of species k, Q. is the heat released from re•c-
tion ,','and wa is production of species k by chemical
reaction. These equations ate solved assuming that the
,Individual species ate ideal gases obeying the thermal
"equation of state,
Pa = nakT,
and that the differential relation between internal en-
ergy u and pressure P is given by
6P
6u- __--_,
where 7, the ratio of specific heats of the mixture, is
• function of it, temperature and composition. In the
rest of this section, we briefly describe the s]gorithma
and input data used to model and couple the vasious
physics] processes. Full details of the numerical scheme
can be found in Reference 9.
The fluid convection algorithm must be able to
maintain the sharp gradients present in flames, Nu-
merically thls means that the numerics] diffusion in
the calculation must be considerably less than any ira-
portsnt physical diffusion effect. Many explicit algo-
rithms now exist that treat sharp discontinuities in
flow variables accurately, but these methods are ex-
tremely inefficient at the very low velocities associated
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with latrdnat flames. The Barely Implicit Correction
Fl_-Corrected Transport (BIOFCT) algorithm |° was
developed specifically to solve low-speed flow problerm
with high accur_:y. BIC,-FCT combines an explicit
high-order, nonlinear FCT method I|,12 with an im-
plicit correction procem This combination maintains
high-order accuracy and yet removes the time•asp limit
imposed by the speed of sound. By using FCT for
the explicit step, BIC,-FCT is accurat_ enough to com-
pute with sharp gredients without overshoots emd un-
dershoots. Thus spurious numerical oscillations thzt
would lead to unphysica] chemical reactions do not oc-
cur.
Thernud conductivity of the individual species is
modelled by a polynomial fit in temperature to existing
experiments] data. Individus] conductivities ate then
averaged using a mixture rule 1:,14 to get the thermal
conductivity coefficient of tbe gas mixture. A similar
process is u,ed to obtain the mixture vitemity from in-
dividual viscosities, gear and momentum difusion ate
then calculated explicitly using these coefficients. All
viscous terms in the compressible Nsvier-Stokes equ,-
tion have been included. In the problem considered
in this paper, the timestep imposed by tbe explicit
method for the diffusion terms is comparable to tbat
u,ed in the fluid transport step. Thus, there is no lore
in efficiency sometimes associated with explicit meth-
ods.
Mass diff_ion _ plays • major role in deter-
mining the properties of laminar flames. Binary m_
diffusion coefficients ate represented by sun exponen-
tial fit to experimental data, and the individual species
diffusion coet_cients are obtained by applying mixture
rule* |s. The individual species diffusion velocities tie
solved for explicitly by applying Fick's law followed by
t correction procedure to ensure sero net flux 14. This
procedure is equivaJent to using the iterative algorithm
DFLUX Is to ,e¢ond order. This method i, sub, tan-
tinily faster thLn one that use, matrix inversions and
is well suited for • vector computer.
Chemistry of the bydrogen-oxygen flame is mod-
elled by • set of 24 reversible reaction rate, describing
the interaction of eight species, llz, O3, g, O, OH,
BO2, H_O2, H20, and N2 is considered • nonrescting
diluent as. This reaction set is solved at each timestep
with • vectorised version of CBEMEQ, an intelp'ator
for stiff ordinary differential equationJ IT. Because of
the complexity of the reaction scheme and the large
number of computational cells in a two-dimensional
calculation, the solution d' the chemical rate equations
takes a large fraction of the tots] computational time.
A special version of CHEMEQ called TBA was devel-
oped to exploit the specis] hardware features of the
CRAY X-MP vector computer.
All of the chemicaJ e_d physics] processes are
solved sequentially and then are coupled ssymptoti-
caily by timestep splitting Is. This modular approach
greatly simplifies the model and makes it easier to test
sad chsage the model. Individual modules were tested
against known saalyti¢ sad other previously verified
numerical solutions. One-dimensional predictions of
the complete model were comptred to those from the
Lagrsagisa model FLAMEID which has been bench-
marked extensively against theory and experiment l=.
III. Results and Discussion
Initial conditions for the two-dimensional calculations
were obtained by performing t one-dimensional calcu-
lation to provide the conditions for ste_:ly, propagat-
ing flames. Figure 1 shows the configuration under
study and gives the boundary conditions of the com-
putational domain. Fresh unburned gas flows in from
the left, sad the products of chemical reaction at the
flarne front flow out to the right. If the inlet velocity
is set to the burning velocity of the flirne, the flame
zone is fixed in space sad there is s steady, props-
gating flame. Thus, the trsasient effects arising from
the ignition proceu can be eliminated sad the one-
dimensional solution provides the initial condition for
the two-dimensional calculation. The computational
domain for the two-dimensional calculation was 5.1 cm
,x 12 era, which was resolved by s 144 x 128 vari-
ably spaced grid. Fine zones were clustered around the
flame front. Calculations have been performed for sev-
erai hydrogen-air mixtures, ranging from 15% hydrogen
down to 7.5% hydrogen. However, only calculations for
7some representative hydrogen-air mixtures will be dis-
_¢umed in detail.
15 - 12% Hydrogen-Air Mixtures
The results of our calculations for the variotm hydrogen
Lit mixtures cam be grouped roughly into three regimes,
according to the eellulst structures that are formed.
The tint _egime consists of vigorously burning flames
in mixtures which have greater than 12% hydrogen.
The burning velocity for these flames exceeds 10 cm/s.
The first calculation which will be presented in de-
tail as representative of flames in this regime is for s
12% hydrogen-air mixt .ure, a flame that clearly exhibits
cellular structure. The initial condition described by
Fig. ! is perturbed by displacing the center portion of
the fla_e against the direction of the flow. The first
set of frames in Fig. 2 show isotherms just after the
perturbation, sad their subsequent evolution in time.
The second set of frarnes show the OH radical concen-
trations at these times. In each of these frames the
fresh, unburnt mixture flows iu from the left, sad the
combustion products flow out st the right. The entire
width of the channel is shown in this sad subsequent
figures. By 30 ms, the large central cell which is formed
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early in the caJculation shows signs of splitting _d sev-
erai smidl celts flanking it have appeared. By 45 ms,
numerous=small cells can be seen. By 60 ms, the central
cell has undergone mulitple divisions sad well defined
cells tre observed along the entire flame front. The
mixtures in this regime can be considered quite reac-
rive when their burning velocities of 10-30 cm/s are
comps, red to the 0.5-2 cm/s observed in flau_e, that do
not split 1.
11 - 9.5% Hydros[en-Air Mixtures
This next regime of mixtures consists of less vigorously
burning flames which have burning velocities between
2.5 and 10 cm/s. A flame burning in a 10% hydrogen-
air mixture will be examined closely, as it is represen-
tative of the flames in this regime. The first fact that
is apparent from Fig. 3 is that the evolution of cellular
structure is much slower than in the 12% mixture, with
the l_ge central cell becoming prominent at 40 ms.
This eel] begins to split t_er 80 ms and by 160 ms has
clearly split into two. In comparison to the previous
regime of mixtures, the cells are larger and far fewer
in number. Even by 180 ms only two cells are clearly
discernsble, but there is indication from the OH cow
eentration at this time that these cells ate in the process
of splitting. In this regime the formation sad splitting
of celts is slower and fewer cells awe formed.
9 - 7.5% Hydrogen-Air Mixtures
In Fig. 4, the temperature and OH concentration pro-
flies are shown for a flame in a 9% hydrogen-air mix-
ture. Flames in mixtures still leaner than this abo
exhibit similar behavior. These flames have burning
velocities less than 2 cm/s. As expected from the trend
seen in the other regimes, the cellular structure evolves
very slowly. However, the mint striking feature of this
flame is the fact that only one ls:ge cellula: structure is
formed. This structure, which becomes cle_ly visible
by 40 ms, continues to grow very slowly in size as time
progresses. Even by 280 ms, this single cell remains in-
tact, and even the OH concentration at this time does
not provide any indication that this cell will split. Ceil
splitting also does not occur in the still leaner mixtures
which have been modelled.
The Celi-$1>lit Limit
The three regimes identified above agree qualitatively
with the observations from experiments done in micro-
gravity by Ronney t. In these experiments, celts formed
but did not split further in mixtures with less than 5.5%
of hydrogen. From the numerical modelling presented
in this study, it appeaxs that flames in mixtures with
9% or less hydrogen form stable cellular structures that
do not split. As in the experments, this cell-split limit
is shLrp, as can be seen in Fig. 5. In this figure, the
OH radical concentrations are presented for flames in
a 9.5% and a 9% hydrogen-air mixture. By 80 ms, the
centralcellhamamorepronouncedstructurein the 9%
mixture. By 200 ms in the 9.5% mixture, this central
cell begins to divide lind by 280 ms hamcompletely split
in two. Indeed, there ate signs that these cells are in
turn ready to split. In the 9% mixture, however, the
central cell remains intact even up to 280 ms.
The temperature contours for the 9% mixture
(Fig. 4) indicate that the single cell can grow quite
large. This gives rise to the speculation that the con-
finement of the cell in the 51 cm channel might have
lead to the supression of cell splitting. So if this spec-
ulation were correct, cell splitting might occur for the
9% mixture in a slightly wider channel.On the other
hand, from the OH concentration contours at 280 ms
in Fig. 5, the size of the cell is not much greater than
that of the cells in the 9.5% mixture, suggesting that
the channel width is close to being adequate. Further-
more, it is also possible that 280 ms is too short a time
for cell splitting to occur in this mixture. Both these
issues can be resolved by simulating the evolution of
the cellular flame in this mixture for a longer time in a
larger channel. Therefore, we have repeated the calcu-
lations for the 9% mixture in a 10.2 cm channel, using
a computational mesh of 144 x 256 grid points. These
calculations have been carried out up to 400 ms and
are presented in Fig. 6. Though the single central cell
grows larger, it does not split, even though the cha_nel
is fully twice as wide as in the other calculations. Also,
these calculations have been carried out to a much later
time, allowing a longer time for the structure to evolve.
We conclude that the cell-split limit obtained here is in-
dependent of the si_e of the channel and the length of
time of of simulation.
IV. Summary and Conclusions
A detailed two-dimensional numerical simulation of
multi-dimensional flame structures in lean hydrogen-
air mixtures has been carried out for s range of mix-
turns between 7.5 and 15% hydrogen. Physical pro-
cease, included in the model are: fluid convection,
detailed hydrogen-oxygen chemistry, species diffusion,
thermal conduction, ud vbcosity. The simulations
,how the characterbtic cellular structure observed in
experiments and predicted by theory. Brisk formation
of cells and their subsequent splitting hambeen found
sons for this discrepancy are not yet known and may be
due to the many differences that exist between the ex-
perimental set-up tad the numerical simulations. For
example, the experiments were carried out in a spher.
ical vessel, in which the cellular phenomena is three-
dimensional. The numerical calculations simulated cel-
lular flames in a two-dimensional channel. Also, the
effect of the halon additive on the cellular structures in
the expriments is not fully understood.
Heat lones have been postulated ama mechanism
that can cause a cell-split limit. However, the mimula.
tions in this study do not include any Ion mechanism;
yet such a limit is still ob_rved. This suggests that
external loommechanisms are not required and that the
cell-split limit is actually am intrinJic feature of the lean
hydrogen-air mixture itself.
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EFFECT OF CRA%'ITY ON THE STABILITY AND STRUCTURE
OF LEAN HYDROGEN-AIR FLAMES
C PATN'AIK* _O K KAILASANATH
IAboratorll .for Comp,_tafional PhyslCz Ond Fluid Dvnnmi_J ._'aral Research L_oraLorll
V_'a;hi_ton, DC 203?5
Delailed. time-dependent, t_o-dimensior, al numerical simulations with full hydrogen-oxy-
gen chemist_ are used to in_e_tigjte tee efl'e_s o1"gravit) on the stability and structure o4'
laminar flames in lean. premixed h)drogen-air m|xtures '/'he calculations sho_' Ihat the ef-
fects of |ra_|_ becomes more important as the lean flammabili_ limit is appro*ched In a
12_ h_drolen.,_r mixture, gravity plays only a secondary role in determining the muhidi-
mensional stru_ure o1"the flame v,iLE the stabi|i_ and structure of the flame controlled pri-
marily by the thermo-diffusi_e iflstabihty mechanism Ho_'e_er, in leJner h._drollen-air mia-
tures gra_.'it,_ r becomes more important L'pward-propa_lin| flames lu'e hqlEly curved and
evohe into a bubble risin[ upwards in the tube. Down_lrd-propavtin & Ilames are flat or
even oscillate bet_'een strictures uiLE conca_'e and conve* eu_'atures. _ zero.iFavit T flame
shows onl._ cellular structures Cellular structures which are present in zero grn_ity _mn be
suppressed b._ the effect of buoyancy for mixtures leaner than llqE hydrogen. These obser-
vations are explained on the basis of an interaction between LEe processes leadin| to buoy-
an_-induced l_myleigh.Ta)lor instability and LEe thermo-ddTusive instabilil)'.
Introduction
%lulti-dimensionaJ structures are often observed
in propagating flames, especia|ly near the flau_ma-
bibs3, limits These structures arise Gom the various
instabilities that can occur i_ premised _ames. In
this paper, we examine these instabilities and use
numerical simulations to isolate and srud.v their ef-
fect on the /lame structure The emphasis d this
paper is on the effects of gravity' on flame instabil-
/ties and structure in gases _ prem_ed hydrogen
and air
Linear stabili_ analyses provide information on
the roles of various processes at the onset of insta-
bili_. Howe_er, the prediction d the IVO_ of this
instabilib' to the final form is beyond the scope of
these anal}sea. Numeric'x] calculations can be used
to help understand both the onset of the Instability
and the evolutionary, process that produces the
multidimensional structure "['he two-dimensional
numerical simulations o( flames presented here in*
clude a muhi-reartion mechanism for hydrogen
combustion, molecular di_usion betwcen tEe re_-
rants, intermediates, and products, thermal con-
duction, convection, viscosity, and gravity. This de-
tailed model allows us to In_estigate the
multidimensional struc_re of flames and to evalu.
"BerEeley Research Associates, Springfield. VA
22150,
ate the relative importance of various instabili_
mechanisms in norma/earth grayly' and zero-I_v-
ity conditions. Three-dimensional simulations may
be required for a dee,/led quantitativc determi_.
t_on of the celluhu" structure. However, three-di-
mensionad simulations _th the same level of det_
as in these two-dimensional simulations au'e beyond
tee capabilit_ of current computers.
The three major instabilities teat _ occur in
premised flames _re: the hvdrod_'namie ins_bilirv.
independent-proposed by'L,In_u I _ Darrieus', I
the thermo-diffusive instability investi&ated by
IB_renblat{' lind Zeldovich. _ amd the buoyamcy-in-
duced instability, |ener_ eal]ed the Rayleig_.T,y.
Ior instability." Our numeriad model of the hydro-
eKinflame includes _dl tee physicaJ mechanisms that
to these instabilities and provides an ideal test-
bed for st_d)qn| flame instabilities. Hydrod)_unK
instability was L,_ first kind of name insUlbility
studied theoretically The anal_es oil"Landau _1
Dameus showed that a planar flame, considered as
density discontinuity that propagates at a constant
. is unstable to _velengths of _ sizes Xy-
nami_ instabilities can be expected to o_eur
in all flames in the absence of stabilizing mecha-
nisms. This instabili_' is expected to _,come im-
_rtant in large r_ems _ ,re m_h _ th_n
the flame thickness. In the study presented here
the hydrodynamic instability is no_ expecled to be
important b_'_c_useof the relab_'_-sm_ system size.
The thermo-diffusive instability mechanism pro-
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posed b._ Zeldo_ich, d Barrnblatt et ol t ) and
Si_ash_nsk) a in_ol_es a compctitiot_ Lwtween mass
ddT.sion of" the deficient rea(tant and diffusion of
heat in the mixlure. For a simple one-step reac-
tion. this mechanism predicts instabilty whene_er
the thermal di_usivit)of the mixture is sufficiently
smaller sham the mass di_usi_ity of _ re=,'-lant For
lean h)drogen-x/r mixtures, ss eumined in this
stud), hvcb'osen is tee deEcient reactant and its mass
diff'usivit.v significantly exceeds the thermaJ di[usiv-
it) of the mixture In rich h)drogen-tir mixtures,
oxygen is the deficient reactant and its mass dif-
f_sivity is nearly the same as the mixture thermal
difl'usivity Hence this theory al_ees w_th e_u'ly es.
periment_! observations TM of unstable le_ h),ctro-
gen-_ir mixtures and stable rich mixtures.
The I_yleil_.Taylor instability occurs when a
heavier fluid is _'_"elerated into a Iq_ter fluid. On
earth, this acceleration is provided by gravitabond
at'a'_"tion In Ln up,_vard-propap_ni flame, the light,
hot burned materud is on the bottom, _cl the dense,
cold unburned material is on the top, resulting in
instability, in a dov_'nwl_rd-propagating flame, the
light materiaJ is on the top, and the Ba)leq_-Tay-
Ior mechanism stabilizes the system. The physiad
mechanisms cJusing the thermo-diRusive instability
and this buoyant-induced instability can be im-
po_ant simuh_eously so that under carton con-
ditions, 0us interaction appears to suppress the for-
marion of cellular structure? Dimensional
arguments i° _d theoreticaJ sm_dysis)t indJcste that
the importance of the buoyxncy-induoed instab/hty
increases as the _me speed decreases, and hence
is more important when the mixture is neaur its
flare inability halts.
Cellular structures m flames have been observed
in the microt_av_ty experiments in the NASA drop
tower Is'_a and in sircr_ in ba.ffistic Ur&jt%'_orie$. 14
These flames in microll_vity are essentially _-ee Bonn
any buoyancy-Lnduc_ instability.
We l_ve used numer_d simuht_ons to show tlutt,
in the absenae of &ra_ty, eeUu_ sU-uctu_ is ,.-used
by the thermo-di_'usive mechanism, ss In this p_.
per, we investipte the effect of g_vlty on fl_ume
instability and, in i_u'tK'ular, focus on the inter'am-
tion between the processes le_:l/n& to thermo-d_'-
fusive instabibty and the _yleig;h-Ta)'lor instabdlty
and their eB'ec_ on _ structure.
Muh_lLmendonal Flame Model
Our numeriad simul_tions of premised _xmes
contain data/ted models TM of the physic=/proeessm
L_at cause the v_s inst,tbil/Ues The reac_ve-_w
conservat/on equa_ons are solved foe density, mo-
mentum, ener_ and the species number densities.
In the rest of this section, we briefly describe the
aJgorithms used to model and couple the vsa_ous
CO.M BL'STION
physical prcx'esses. Full details of the numerical
scheme can be found in P.ef |G
The flusd eon_ectinn algonthm must be able to
n_nt_in _ sharp gradients present in t!,z,'_es This
means that the numencaJ du%sion in the csk'ula-
tion must be cons_lerably less than _y important
physical d_'usion. The BIC.FCT _d$onthm "_ was
developed spe_ficall)to solve low-speed flow prob-
lems w_th hi_ wc'uracy. BJC-FCT mmbines an ex.
pik:it hi_-order, nonline_ FCT method _a _th
implicit correction process. This combineS/on m_in.
_ins mono_onicity and high accuracy but removes
the timestep Hmit imposed by the speed of sound.
By using BIC-FCT, spurious numerk_ osci_tions
_at would lead to unphysiad chemiod reactions do
not occur.
ThermsJ conductivity of the indi_u_d species is
modeled by t polynomi_/6t in temperature to es-
isling experimentaJ data. Individu_d conduetivities
s_e _en averaged using a mLt_ure rule ]s'm to get
_e mixture therm_J conductivity. A similar process
is used to obtaJn the mixture viscosity from inc_-
v_duadvismsiUes Heat and momentum d_sio_ are
then calculated erplk-itly using these coefficients.
All _,-iscous terms in the _mpressib_e Nav_er-Slokes
equation k, ve been included.
Bina_' mass di_usion coefficients are represented
by an exponenti_/fit to experiment._ _ta. and the
/ndividu_d species diffusion coefficients ue obt_ned
by applying mixture ruJes?t The individual species
di_usion velocities are solved for erplkidy by _o-
plying Fick's bw followed bLa correction prone-
dure to ensure zero net flux. =_-
Chemistry of _e hych'ogen.orygen flame is rood-
died by s set of 24 reversible reac_ns descn'bing
the inter'_Uon of ei_t specks, Ha, O_. H, O, OH,
HO_, XsOI, H,tO, and N| b considered a
ne_'_og diluent.': Thisr_on set is _ol,,ed,_ e_
timestep with TBA, a vectorized version of
CHE._IEQ. an integ_toe foe still" ordinary differ-
ant'Sad equations, m
ASSthe ehemiad _1 physics/proeesses ane solved
sequentially and _n are couFted as:r'ml_otiadly by
timestep splirrin& m This moduLu approach _e_tly
simplifies _ model and ma_es it easier to test
ctumte the model. ]ndividuad modules were tested
al_nst k-oown _dy_ and other previously verified
numerics] solar. Ooe-dLmensiorud _redic_ons of
the complele model were comlNu_l to those from
the Lmlp'xni_m model, FI.AMEID, which Isls been
benchmarked extensively Sl_inst theory and e_per-
iment, m
l_enJts and Diseusdo_
!niri,I conditions for the two-dimensiomd adeul-.
_ns were obUfined'by performing a one-dimen-
sion*l adculation to provide the conditions for a
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steady, propq_ting flame. If the inlet veloci_ of
the unburned mixture is set to the burning re'city
of the flame, the flame is Rxed in spice and there
is._l steady, propagatingflame. Thus. the tnmsient
effects arising from the ignition process can be
eliminated and the one-dimensional solution pro.
rides the init_ condition for the h_limensiond
calculation. The computationaldomain for the two,
dimensional cak'ubtion was 5. ] cm x 1| c.m, which
was resolved by t 144 x 1_ vtri,xbly spacedgrgl.
Fine zones were clustered around the fl,tme front.
C£culations have been performed for seve_ Hr
air mixtures, rzng_ng from IsqL hydrogen down to
7.5% hydrogen. However. only calculations for 12,
I!, and _]oq_ ydrogen-iir mixtures wd] be pre.sented in d '
1_ Hydrogen-Air Flame_:
The first series of calculations descrihed here are
of flames in a _e'l-lean mixture of 1L_ hydrogen
60.0 rns
45.0ms
37.5 ms
30.0 ms
22.5 ms
in air F'lames propagating up'ard and do_'nwvd
in norm_d gravity Lnd flames propagating in I zero-
raitiovityenvironment ane simulated The initial oon.
n is obtained by displacing the center portion
of the planv flame Nwnst the direction of the flo_.
A smaller init_ disturt_mce merely delayed the
formationof the structures. In each case, the effect
of the disturbance on the plan_r flame and the sub-
sequent evolution of a multidimensional structure is
shown in Fig. 1. This 8gure presents the OH rad-
ical concentrationsfor upwza_., zero.lp..avity,and
downwtrd.prc_mgat_ng flames at a sequence of I_nes.
For the three eases in this ICgure(L,_d in Fig. 3),
the sequence of frames at v'a_us times are aligned
such that t_me glvtnces from the bottom to the top
and the flesh, unburned mixture flo_s in from the
top in _ case. This convention in presentation
has been adopted for ease in coml:_uing the relative
rate of changes in the three eases althou_ this m.
suits in the q_parent revered of the direction of
propagJtion of the downw'ud-propapfing flame.
Upward Downward
Propagating Zero Gravity Propagating
FK;. I. OH r'_icaJ number density contoursfor I_amesin a 12% H,-_ir mi.z_re, c_ntour levels _ded
by |0 "_.
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The f_r_fobsrr_alinn _r make frnm Ihls _r..l[r{' ,
Ih._f _nall thr(.e r.l*rs, the phnar n..l_e is ,n_t.ible
and ('_ol_es mlo m,_llidLmen_:onal stnictures attd
(,_h:bll the' rh.v._drriqK re.ilures of call,he fl.m)c'S
To h_l,h_ht Ihe difrvren_s due to the dl'rel of
gra_il), it is hel|)ful to ¢.mine Ib: shapes o4"the
flame's at N.O dlfrerenl length scales. The ]onler
k'ngth scale is on the order of the size of the chan.
nd w'hil¢ the smaller length _zle is on the order
of the thicl_n_'ssor the flame L_sing this perspec.
U_e. the muhdim('nsion_ structure of the flame mn
Ix' der_ril:md Is a hrge-r_lJe curvature of the flame
front on *hieh is su_rposed small scale cell-like
structures,lqnesesmall cells ate due to the thermo-
diffusive instability and are present in any gravity.,
independent of the direction of propagation. The
shape and size of these ceils appear to be latply
una[ecled by ip'avity.
However, lra,,i_, a_'_ts _e large-scale shape of
the flames In the up'ard pR)papbn$ tqisne,where
the buo)'ancy forcesate ,Iso destabilising!n addi-
tion to the thermo-dLfusive instability mechanism.
the flame has a more curved shape than the zero-
Fa_it} flame. The down_'ard-propagatingflame has
I flatter overall shape, with the large-scalecurva.
lure of the flame suppressedby the stabilizing el;
feel _ buo)'anc_. The most pronounced e[e<.t of
gravi_ can be seenbetween 37.5 and 45 ms Dur-
ing this period, lee up_'zrd propagating flame
und_'rgocsa bubble.like F,ro_,lh Fur Ih(' dowllv.iir_l
propaphngn_,,,e,the flame ffon_ nafh.nsoul
An interesting fe._lureof this mixhJrr iS th,lt the
cells d,ch form _o_ =d then split i,to two These
m_l_ formedceils f,ro* and su_se<:i,entl)spbt Thu
indicatesthat there is a preferred size for the cells.
as has been observed in experiments,
_ {_It a p_u_zt f_e k unst_le in all three
casesand e_olves to a celluLtr structure is consis-
tent with our _evious resuhsIs limit sho_w that cel-
lulat stru_ure is due to a thermo-diB'usive insta-
bility mechanism.Our currentadc-ulal_onshowthat
in this m_ture, the ¢,_e<'1of buo)'an_ is no_ sub-
_antad.
]1_ HF/roFn.Air F_emeJ:
As expeded, the 1|_ mixture exhibitsa stronger
e_'ed of pavih, Fimazi]y on the overl_ larle-rczJe
sha{_eof the _me and to a lesser extent on the
evolutionof the small s_de cell.like stru_ures T1_e
upwardpropagatingflame is hii_hlycurved and at-
tains the appea.,'anceofa hu'ge,corrupted bubble
risingup t)_ed_mnel The zero-lp_ity flame is mud)
lesscurved,without the bubble-like formation.The
do_'n_'ztd propa_ring game has _ fiat over:l) shape
throug,hout the czdeulafion, 'The small sc=decell-like
structures ate s_l present in -!1 lp'a_t_es. These
cellular structure attain a hrpr size than in the
30 40 50 g) 70 80 90ms
Ftc, 9 OH rdr"_ number densitycontours for • do_-n_'ardpropapt_nl flame in a ll_ H,-_i_ m/-ture,
contour levels s_Jed by lO'".
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12q; mixh:rr prior to splitUng The cfl'_'t of Rra_i_
o, the cellular structures iS obse_'£"d to Ix' signlf-
Want for this mixture.
Do,_ward propa_ting flames are o( six.,cial in-
terest b,"cause their cellular slruc4ures ha_e been
in_csti¢ated experimentally. _ Therefore we have
extended the cak',lations for this case up to 160
ms. as sho_H in Fill 2. The flame is seen to be
/)at. _'ith distinct cellular structures These cellular
structures split in t_o when they llrow beyond s
critic-I size, The newly created cells &row _d split
in turn, AllaJn, a preferred cell size is established.
/ORs lllcdrollen.Air F/,,mej:
Figure 3 shows the OH. contours for ]0_ hydro-
lien-air flames The results for this mixture ue very
similar to those obsen'ed in the ]]4E mixture for
both upward a_d zero-gratis) flames. The evolution
d the structures is slower than in the less Ican mix.
tures, w'tth the effect _ _a_'il3. becoming dominant
later, at 80 ms The evolution of the cellular stnsc.
lures and their splittinll in zero ll_it)' is also de-
la._ed. Other than the delay, both the larlle.scale
and small._cale structures that e_lve are quite sim-
il_ to the I]_ mixture.
However, a marked difference can be wen in the
do_'n_)rd propagatinll f_me In this mixture, no
small cells are formed, and the flame is quite
smooth The initid central cell is completely sup
pressed by the stabiliztnll effect ot' buoyumy, and
unlike the less lean mixtures, no ne_' cells are
formed. The larlle scale structure of the flame
underloes a slow oscillation about its 1:4anauposi-
tion, Extended calculations _ that this oscilla-
tion is &mpinll out. For the down_-atd prop:ptinll
B_unes in this mixture and in still leaner mixtures,
tee structures mused by the Ibermo-diEusive inst.
140 ms
120 ms
80 r'r_
SOms
20 ms
i i
Upwtrd
Propagating Zero Gravity
i
_$! III
I __
Downward
Propagating
FiG. 3. OH radica_ number density contours for flames in a 10_ H,-air mixture, contour levels r,caded
by lO'".
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bilityare over_helmed by those arisin$ from buoy-
srg3. Any cellular stnJctures which form early are
o_ertaken by buoyan_ _ eft'eels with the result that
the upward.propagatin| flame evolves into i bub-
ble-like suncace rising in the channel *nd the down-
u'ard-propaptin[ flame osc_lhtin| between mildly
concave and convez flame shapes.
H0,A.ever, _rther sdx.anres in computers are re.
uired before three-dimensionaJ simulations tin be
one _'ith the same amount of detail as in the two-
dimensior_ simulations presented in this paper
numerical methods used in this study can be ex-
tended readily to three dimensions.
Conclusionl
Detailed hvo-dimensionaJ numerical simulations
of flame instabilities in lean hydrogen.air mbtures
h.ve been mn'iedout for upv_ u)d do_nwm,d
prop•orang and zero-lffavity _unes near the flam.
mab_ty limit. I'bysiad processes included in the
model are: fluid convection, detailed hydrogen-o(-
y|en chemistry, multi-species di_sion, thermal
conduc'tSoo, viscosity, and D'avity. The simulations
show the characterisbc cellular stnscture observed
in experiments and predicted by theory. Tbe
thermo-di_usive instabiJity was found to be present
in the mixtures studied and at bod_ orientations of
gravity *rid is responsible (or the small, cell.like
struc'_zres. However, presence d the buoyancy-in-
duced instability alters the large s4_le sb'ucture of
the flame. The effect Of buoyancy on the cellular
structures formed by the thermo-di_sive instabil-
ity is small in mixtures which hive greater than 1141,
hycbogeo. In s ll_ mixture, • downward propa-
gating flame is flat with •marl cells that repeatedly
spliL la 10% or leaner mixtures, the effect or gray.
it), is more dramatic In these mixtures, the upward
propagating flame lind the characteristic bubble
shape observed erperimental}y m _ the downward
pvopagat_g flame had osci]htions chu'ac_eristX, of
the Rayleig_.Tayk_ instability and does not have
any oellular structures_ These resuhs agree with the
theory It that indicates that the in_uence Of gravity
is IFeater for lower _cne speeds amd that such m.
ell]•tory behavior is possibh_. Our results i_lk_te
that the instability mechanisms am interact in • quite
oomple, manner, and eve,, thou_ one mechanism
can mask the other, in certain regimes, both can
be eq_r imporumt.
Calculatlons for still leaner mirtures are needed
to _dress the _ ex_nct'_ behavior of upward
and downward-propagat/ng flames, Loss meche.
hi•ms such as heat and radial] losses to the
as well as r_aUoo micbt aho phy a role in de-
terminL-g the detai_ e_ behavior of there
flames. These effects wi_ be systemat/m0y ooodd-
ered in Earther cak-ulations. Since the erpedmen.
tally observed ce|hlar flames are three-dimen.
siorud, some three-dlmensional c_"uh_ns _ k.ve
to be m,"ried out to assess the role o/' other modes
of instabdity that can grow in the thi:d dimension.
This work mqu sponsored by NASA in the MI-
erol_v_ty Sciences Program and by the C)_:e of
Nav_d Re_u_ throuf, b the Naval lteJearch L,sb-
oratory,
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. Abstract
The effects of viscosity and heat losses to wales on the
cellular structure of flames have been investigated us-
ing detailed numerical simulations. The simulations
have been performed using a time-dependent, two-
dimensional model that includes hydrogen-oxygen corn-
bmstion with 24 elementary reactions involving eight
reactive species and a nitrogen diluent, molecular dif-
fusion of •ll species, thermal conduction, v_:osity, con-
vection, gravity and heat losses to the confining wails.
The simulations of flames in zero-gravity show that
wLl]heat lossesact as an additional perturbation on
the flames and can promote the formation of multiple
celk. The effects of viscous losses to the walls creates
dramatic changes in the structures o/' flames confined
_ithin adiabatic walk. However, the effects of viscosity#,
are found to be secondary and can be neglected when
y
more realistic non-adiabatic walls are used. Heat losses
_o the walls axe also found to significsatly alte_r some
_f the previous observations on the effects of Ip'•vity on
Ba.qles.
.t I. Introduction
_lanar flames in many fuel-air mixtures are unstable to
-mturbances and evolve into multidimensional flames
_ith complex structures. One such flame, known x. s
cellular fame, has a distinctive celI-llke structure. The
underlying mechanism responsible for the formation of
these cellular structures hu been identified by sim-
plified theoretical analyses *'3 and detailed numerical
simulations 4 to be a thermo.diffusive instability mech-
anism. This instability mechanism involves s compe-
tition between mum diffusion of the deficient reactant
and diffusion of heaZ in the mixture; that is, it depends
on the effective Lewis number. For lean hydrogen-
air mixtures, hydrogen is the deficient reactant and
its msas difrusivity significantly exceeds the thermal
diffusivity of the mixture and therefore planar flames
are p_edicted to be unstable in such mixtures. Indeed,
cellular flames are observed in lean mixtures both in
experiments s's and in numerical simulations 4'7.
Recent experiments in a microgravity environment
have shown that the structure and dynamics of cellular
flames in lean hydrogen-air mixtures is quite complex
and interesting phenomena such as multiple cell split-
ring and cessation of cell-splitting have been observed s
Ir_ _k ik_14 s ,,,_ e,J' tlbe U|. 6.,_-.1_ aml in 45
These experiments were conducted in a microKTavity
environment in the NASA drop tower and used s large
spherical combustion chamber to minimize the effects
of confinement. However, IFavity and confining walls
are frequently encountered in moet practical situations,
and thus the understanding of these effects on the flame
structure is important. An ideal way to bolate and
study the effects of individual process, on the ,truc-
ture and dynarni_ of complex flames is by detailed nu-
merical simulations which include all the relevant phys-
ical and chemical processes found in the flame.
The structure sad dynaanicJ of cellular fames have
been studied using • two-dimensional flame model'
that includes detailed hydrogen-oxygen combustion
with 24 elementary reactions of eight reactive species
and a nitrogen diluent, molecudar diffusion o/' all
species, thermal conduction, viscosity, lFavity and con-
vection. Previous simulations with this model hu
shown cell splitting for suf_cienUy reactive mixtures
and the existence of • "cell-split limit mixture* even
in the absence of heat losses ?. We have reported in a
more recent paper s the resuJts of a systematic series of
simulations on the effects of Ip'avity on ceUularflames
in lean hydrogen-air mixtures. In this work, we now in-
vestigate the effects of viscosity and heat lomes to the
walb confining the fame in a two-dimensional channel.
We also discuss how gravity modifies the structure and
dynamics of flames in a isothcrrrml, two-dimensional
channel. We restrict our attention to • 10% H=-air mix-
ture, a mixture which clearly exhibits celIul_r structure
and in which gravity can alter these structures signifi-
cantly.
II.Multidimensional Flame Model
A detailed model of a flame must contain accurate rep-
resentatious of the convective, diffusive, =rid chemical
processes. The individual importance of these pro-
ceases varie, _orn rich to lean flames, and is especially
notable near the flammability limits I° where the exact
behavior of these fames depends on a delicate balance
among the processes. The reactive-low conservation
equations are solved foe density, p, momentum, pV, to-
tag energy £, and the number densities of individual
species, n,, k ffi 1, ..., n,p according to:
ep
+ v . (po) = o,
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Here _ is the fluid velocity P is the pressure, p is
the coefficient of viscosity, _ ;- the body force due to
gravity, x is the thermal conductivity of the mixture of
gates, At is the enthalpy of species/r, O, is the diffusion
velocity of species/:, O, is the best rele_-d from reac-
tion v, tnd w_ is production of species/: by chemical
reaction. These equations are solved assumingthat the
individu*t speciesaxe ideal gasesobeying the thermal
equation of state,
P_ = nt/cT,
and that the differential relation between internal en-
ergy u and pressure P is given by
_. tip
:where 7, the ratio of specific heats of the mixture, is
function of its temperature and composition. In the
rest of this section, we briefly describe the algorithms
and input data used to model aa_d couple the v_rious
.physical processes. Full details of the numerical scheme
c.an be found in l_efereoce 9.
p
The fluid convection algorithm must be able to
:maintain the sharp gradk/' ors present in flames. Nu-
merically this means that the numerical diffusion in
the calculation must be considerably less than any im-
portant physical diffusion effect. Many explicit algo-
rithms now exist test treat sharp discontinuities in
flow variables accurately, but these methods are ex-
tremely inefficient at the very low velocities s._socisted
with laminar flames. The Barely Implicit Correction
Flux-Corrected Transport (BIC-FCT) algorithm 11 was
developed specificalJy to solve low-speed flow problems
with high accuracy. B1C,-FCT combines am explicit
high-order, nonHnea: FC'T method 2='1s with in im-
plicit correction process. This combination maintains
high-order accuracy and yet removes the timestep limit
imposed by the speed of sound. By using FCT for
the explicit step, BIC-FCT is accurate enough to com-
pute with sharp gradients without overshoots sad un-
dershoots. Thus spurious numerical oscillations test
would lead to unphysical chemical reactions do not oc-
cur.
Thermal conductivity of the individual species is
modelled by a polynomial Et _n temperature to exper-
imental data. Individual conductivities are then aver-
aged using a mixlure rulet4']s to get the thermal con-
ductivity coefficient of the g_ mbcture. A similar pro-
tess is used to obtain the rruxture viscosity from indi-
vidual viscosities. Heat and momentum diffusion are
then calculated explicitly using these coefficients All
viscousterms in the compressible N'avier-Stokes equa-
tion have been included. In the problem considered
in this paper, the timestep imposed by the explicit
method for the diffusion terms is comparable to that
usedin the fluid trLnsport step. Thus, there is no loss
in efficiency sometimes associated with explicit meth-
ods.
Msm diffusion _ plays a major role in deter-
mining the properties of laming: flames. Binary mass
diffusion coefficients _e represented by tn exponen-
till lit to experimental data, and the individual species
diffusion coefficients ,u'e obtained by applying mixture
rules t4. The individual species diffusion velocities are
solved for explicitly by applying Fick's law followed by
a correction procedure to ensure zero net flux Is. This
procedure is equivalent to using the iterative algorithm
DFLUX Is to second order. This method is substan-
tially faster than one that uses matrix inversions and
is well suited for s vector computer.
Chemistry of the hydrogen-oxygen flame is mod-
elled by a set of 24 reversible reaction rates describing
the interaction of eight species, ll=, O=, H, O, OH,
HO=, II20=, H20, tad N2 is considered a nonre_ting
diluent 17. This revtion set is solved st each timestep
with a vectorized version of CHEMEQ, am integrator
for stiff ordinary _fferential equations TM. Because of
the complexity of the reaction scheme mud the large
number of computational ce_ in • two-dimensional
calculation, the solution of the chemical rate equations
takes a large fraction of the total computational time.
A special version of CHEMEQ called TBA was devel-
oped to exploit the special hLrdw_re features of the
CRAY X-MP vector computer.
All of the chemical and physical processes are
solved sequentially sad then are coupled "L'ymptoti-
tally by timestep splitting Is. This modular approach
greatly simplifies the model and ma_es it easier to test
and change the model. Individual modules were tested
against known analytic and other previously verified
numerical solutions. One-dimensional predictions of
the complete model were compared to those from the
Lagrangisa model FLAMEID which has been bench-
marked extensively against theory and experiment xs
Wall Boundary-conditions
A variety of wall bound_y conditions were used in this
study to determine the effect of heat loss and viscosity
on the cellular structures found in the flame. Our pre-
vious studies 4,?-s ignored all effects at the wall other
_f
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than confinement ot'the flow. The boundary conditions
used in those calculations correspond to an adiabatic
slip wall. that is. one at which no heat or momentum is
transferred. For the present study, the wall boundary
conditions were generalized to allow any combination of
adiabatic or isothermal, slip or no-slip walls. Thus it is
possible to investigate either individually or jointly, the
effects of heat lossor viscosity st the walls, if isother-
mal walls are used, the w*ll temperature is held fixed
st the inlet temperature of the unburnt g,,,. Because
we are interested in the time-dependent dynamics of
the flame, these boundary conditions are imposed such
test the simulations correspond to, fl_me propagat-
ing in s steady manner in a channel with adiabatic slip
wallJ and' at time t = 0 enters a region where the walls
are isothermal sad/or no-slip.
Ill. Results and Discussion
Initial conditions for the two-dimensional calculations
were obtained by performing a one-dimensional c-lcu-
lation to provide the conditions for steady, propagat-
ing flames in a channel with adiabatic slip walls. Fig-
ure I shows the configuration under study and gives
the boundary conditions of the computational dora-h,.
Fresh unburned gas flows in from the right, and the
_roducts of chemical reaction st the flame front flow
out to the left. If the inlet velocity is set to the burn-
tag velocity of the flame, the flame zone is Exed in
_pace and there is a steady, propagating flame. Thus,
the transient effects arising from the ignition process
can be eliminated and the one-dirnensional solution
i_'rovides the initial condition for the two-dimensional
r_lculation. The computational doms_ for the two-
d_Lmensional calculation was 5.1 cm x 10 ca, which
was resolved by a 144 x 128 variably spaced grid.
Pine zones were clustered around the flame front. Cal-
culations have been performed for several hydrogen-
air mixtures. However, only calculations for • 10%
hydrogen-air mixture will be discussed in detail.
Flames in _hannels wi_h Isothermal. No-slip Walls
The first talculation which will be presented in detail
is representative of flames in the multiple ceil-splitting
regime and is for s 10% hydrogen-air mixture. The
initial condition described by Fig. I is perturbed at
| ffi 0 by displacing the center portion of the flame
against the direction of the flow. The top set of frames
in Fig. 2 show isotherms just after the perturbation,
and their subsequent evolution in time. The second set'
of frames show the OH radical concentrations at these
same times. In each of these frames the fresh, unburnt
mixture flows in from the right, and the combustion
products flow out to the left. The entire width of the
channel is shown in this and subsequent figures.
The large central cell which is formed early in the
calculation showssigns of splitting by 100 ms. and by
140 ms, hasclearly split in two. Even as early _s 60 ms,
a thermal boundary layer has developed at the cold
walls. At this time, a small cell begins to form near
where the flame meets the wall. This cell grows qu,ckly
and is well developed by 140 ms. At 180 ms, the cells
formed at the wall closely resemble those in the middle
of the channel.
Let us now compare these results to those from a
case in which the walls m'e ,_ssumed to be adiabatic and
free-slip. At first glance, the temperature and OH con-
ten•ration contours in Fig. 3 look quite different from
the corresponding contours in Fig. 2. However, they
are quite similar if the central portions (away from the
walls) are compared. For example, st 140 ms, the ten-
tral cells in the two c,_s _e quite similar, but no dis-
tinct celb ,re formed neu the walls in the case without
wall losses.Again, in both cases, the central cells split
into two by 180 ms. So the first conclusion of this study
is that the effect of heat sad momentum losses to the
walls appear to _'ect only the region the ne_ wall and
leave the basic celluI_ structure and dynsanica und-
fected. That is, the w,dls effects do not seem to couple
stronl0y with the processes occuring in the middle of
the channel and modify them.
Furthermore, looking mo_e closely st the OH con-
centrati0o.¢ontours in Fig. _ two small cells seem to
be developing away from the central cell by 180 ms.
It is possible test after su_icicnt time, these cells will
gTow into larger ones, sad the two cs._s may eventu-
al]y resemble each other. [/' this were to happen, the
effect of wall losses is primarily to set as in additional
perturbation and enhance the rate of formation of new
cells near the walls, but this aspect of the simulations
needs further study. From the above two cues, the
relative importance of heat and momentum losses is
also not clear. Therefore, additional simulations were
performed in which the two loss mechanisms were con-
sidered individually.
Effects of Viscosity
The effect of viscosity alone acting at the walls is seen
in the upper frames in Fig. 4, in which temperature
contours are shown st a sequence of times. The effect st
Erst glance is quite dramatic. Again, a cell is formed at
the wall, but this cell grows very rapidly and is already
as big as the central cell by 60 ms. These celb near the
wall begin to split by 140 ms and form numerous cells
by 180 ms. Also quite apparent is that the wall ceils
move upstream faster than the cells in tee center of the
channel. This is due to the fact that these cells are in
the slow moving fluid within the boundary layer at the
wall, and thus the apparent flame speed, which is the
burning rate including the fluid motion, is higher.
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The effect of heat lossalone, without viscosity acting at
the wall is examined in the lower half of Fig. 4. Viscous
effects are still included in the flow within the channel.
This case should be contrasted to the comprehensive
case including viscosity as presented in Fig. 2. The
temperature contours •re remarkably similar, indic•t-
ing that heat lossesdominate the behavior at the wall
and that the role of viscosity,despite the dramatic ap-
pearsnce of the upper half of Fig. 4, is only secondary.
The reason for the secondary role played by viscosity
when there is heat less, is that the cells near the walls
are displ_ed sway from the wills due to heat loss. In
this sad in the cue with best sad momentum losses
discussed previously, careful examination reveals that
this disphcement of the cells near the wails pI*ces them
just above the leading edge of the boundary layer, sad
not fully embedded in the boundary layer itself. There-
fore when heat losses to the wall are included, the effect
of the momentum loss to the wall is only minor.
E_ffectsof Gravity and Heat Losses
zone of the on-going goadsof our research on fl_,nes is
;_he simulation of flames in s flsmmability-lirnit tube.
Experimental studies of he•z-limit flames in this tube
i l_ave observed that the flsme structure is different de-
_pending on whether the flame is propagating upwards
6r downward. This has been attributed to gravity set-
inK via-the R_y_eigh-Taylor inst_i]ity mechanism. We
have also observed this dramatic difference in our nu-
-_merlcal sirnul•tions s. Fig. 5 shows t_e OH concentrs.
t_ons in the absence of heat loss for upward-, zero grsv-
_ity, and downward-propagating flames. A large corru-
gated bubble-like structure forms in the upward props-
gating flame, while the downward propagating flame is
essentially fiat and oscillates about its planar position.
The zero gravity flame exhibits the ceil-like structures
seen in the earlier calculations.
In order to more closely simulate the flamms.
bility tube, we repeated the calculations, this time
with isothermal walls. In view of the results we dis-
cussed in the previous section of this paper, vinous
effects at the walls were neglected. The results for this
case are presented in Fig. ft. Again, results are pre-
sented for upward-, zero gravity, and downward prop-
skating fl_mes. The _ero gravity flame exhibits cel-
lular structures, with both near-wall and central ceils.
The upward-propagating flame initially exhibits a large
bubble, but is quite smooth, unlike in the previous
case(Fig 5). The near-wall ceils, which are promi-
nent between 60 and I00 ms, disappear completely by
180 ms. Also by 180 ms, we observe that the flame
is no longer • completely closed surface like s bubble
but is actually composed of two hot rinsers of g*.. It
qualitatively appears to be a two-dimensional versioln
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of multi-fingered flames observed in experiments with
lean hydrogen-air mixtures"_°.
The downward.propagating flame is quite fiat. and
both the central cell and the wall cells all but disappear
by 100 ms. At later times the flame takes on a shape
slightly convex to the flow. Unlike the case without
heat losses, no oscillations age seen, even when the cal-
culations are cLrried out to • longer duration. While
difficult to discern from the figure, the peak OH con-
centration in the downward case is only half that in
the other cues, indicting that the flame b "weaker'.
The "visible" flame is present only in central portion
of the channel. The appearance of the flame is again
sirrular to those observed experimentally in near-limit
mixtures =I.
IV. Summary and C.,onclusions
Detailed two-clir_nsional numerical simulations have
been carried out to investigate the effects of heat and
momentum losses (due to viscosity) to the wall. on the
structure and dyn_nics of flames in s 10% hydrogen-
Lit mixture. The simulations of flames in sero-gravity
show that momentum losses to adiabatic walJs result in
flgrnes with very comphx shapes in which the portion
of the flame neat the walls moves significantly futer
than the central portion of the flame. This phenomena
occurs because of the slower flow velocities near the
walls. However, viscous effects play only a secondary
role when the w_db are assumed to be isothermal, a
more realistic boundary condition. In lhis cast, heat
losses to the wails play the dominant role resulting in
the formation of additional cellular structures close to
but slightly displaced from the wall.. This displace-
ment from the wal_ is a key factor in the secondary role
played by viscotm effects because it moves the flame to
the outer edges of the viscous boundary hyer.
Heat losses see found to significantly modify
upward- and downward-props&sting flLmes. In the
upward-propagating cu¢, instead of s single bubble
rising iu the tube, s two-fingered flame is observed.
This tl=rne h_ some features similar to experimen-
tally observed flames in lean hydrogen-air mixtures.
The downward-propagating flame is also quite differ-
ent when the effect of heat losses are considered. In
this cue, a flame is "visible" only in the central por-
tion of the chsanel. Again, this flame is qualitatively
similar to some near-limit flames iu experiments. Fur-
ther calculations will provide valuable insights into the
dynamical behavior observed experimentally in flames
near extinguishment.
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Abstract
Detailed multidimensional numerical simulations that
include the effects of wall heat losses have been per-
formed to study the dynamics of downward flame prop-
agation and extinguishment in lean hydrogen.air mix-
tures. The computational results show that a down-
ward propagating flame in an isothermal channel has s
flammability limit of around 9.75%. This is in excellent
agreement with experiments] resuJts. Also in excellent
agreement are the detailed observations of the flame
behavior at the point of extinguishment. "/'he primary
conclusion of this work is that detailed numerical sim-
ulations that include wall heat losses and the effect
of gravity can adequately simulate the dynamics of
the extinguishment process in downward-propagating
._hydrogen-air flames. These simulations can be exam-
_iined in detail to gain understanding of the actual ex-
,:tinction process.
]i Tntroductioq
Over the years, the structure and dynamics of upward-
and downward-propagating flames have been exten-
sively studied in the laboratory and a number of re-
..view articles provide a comprehensive summary of the
empirical observations n'2. More recently, mic_ogrtvity
experiments have also added to out knowledge of the
effects of the absence of gravity on near-limit flames s.
Theoretical studies 4 have examined the _bility of
these flames and give some insights into structure of
the flame neat extinguishment. In spite of all these
studies, a_detailed understanding of the mechanism or
mechanisms of flame extinguishment and the role of
factors such as gravity, stretch, chemistry and heat loss
Is not available from either experiment or theory alone.
Detailed multidimensional numerical simulations
which "include all the processes of relevance provide an
ideal way to further our understanding of near-limR
flames. Such numerical simulations are a valuable
to investigate the relative importance of various pro-
cessesand to identify the primary mechanism respon-
sible for flame extinguishment under specific situations.
In order to study these near limit flames mveral ph;_i-
cad processes need to be included and have to be mod-
elled to a sufficient level of detail. These processes in-
clude detailed chemistry, multi-spedes diffusion among
many chemical species, thermal conduction, and fluid
convection. Body foree due to gravity is important
for these low speed flames and mug be considered.
Both bouyancy and fluid expansion will drive flow in
the fluid, so an accurate model of compressible fluid
flow is needed. Other physical proomsessuch u radi-
ation and soot formation are also important for many
hydrocarbon fuels. The development of a numerical
model which adequately includes all these prooesses is
a formidable challenge, and this paper presents t look
at our continuing efforts to solve this problem.
In the put, we have used t detailed two-
dimenslon_lnumerical model to identify the primary
mechanism responsible forthe formation of oellu]ar
flames in hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen mixtures s. The
model used in that study included detailed hydrogen-
oxygen kinetics with 24 elementary reactions involving
eight species and a nitrogen diluent, molecular diffusion
of all species, thermal conduction, viscx_ity, and fluid
convection. Soot formation doesnot occur in hydrogen
flames and wu not Included. Radiation does not play
a large role in these low temperature hydrogen flames
and was neglected.
Later, buoyancy driven effects were added to the
model and this revised model was used to study the
effects of gravity* on the oelIuhr structure and dynam-
ics of lean hydrogen-sir flames. This study showed that
gravity plays a significant role in these lean flames and
alters both the structure and the stability considerably.
The behavior of the flame simulated by our numerical
model agreed qualtiatively with many experimental ob-
servations and theoretical predictions. However, quan-
Utative agreement was not obtained, and this was due
In part to the absence of heat k_ses in the model.
Our next study concentrated on the effect of heat
lor_es and vlscosity v on lean hydrogen-air flames. At
this stage, conductive heat losses and viscous effects
at the conflrdng wJdls were included in the model. We
showed that heat losses alter the structure of these lean
flames considerably. However, while viscosity acting
at an adiabatic wall dters the shape of these flames
dramatically, it was found to be unimportant in the
presence of heat losses.
Experimental observations have shown that near-
limit, upward-propagating flames are highly three-
dimensional whereas downward-propagating flames are
'two i_r k 4e_.r_f t v_ el ,L- _.L _ e_l a
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more nearly two-dimensional; thus the use of a
two-dimensional model is adequate foe downward-
proptcating flames. Currently, the model is restricted
to two-dimensions but extensions to three are planned.
In this paper, we report the results of our study on
the •tructure and dynamics of downward.propsgsting
flames neat and at the lean-limit of hydrogen in air.
After • brief description of the numerical model and
the boundt:y conditions used, we describe • series of
simulation= of near.limit flames. Throe simulations in-
clude both the effects of buoyancy and heat loss to
the wall. Finally, the observations from the various
simulations t:e summarized and their implications on
the rne_anism responsible for the extinguishment of
downwtrd-proI_gating flames are discussed.
I1. Multidimensional FJtm¢ Model
A detailed model of • flame must contain tceurat* rep-
resentations of the convective, diffusive, and chemicad
processes. The individual importance of these pr_
cemes varies from rich to lean flames, and is especially
notable near the flssnmability limits s where the exact
b_.havior of these flames depends on • delicate balance
among the processes. The reactive-flow conservation
equations are solved for density, p, momentum, pg, to.
tad. energy E, and the number densities of individusJ
species, nt, k = 1, ..., fl,p according to:
ap
+ v. (pC) = 0,
V.(p99) = -vP+f-v x Vx 9+V(|pV.9),
a£
-_- q-V. (E17)= -V. (piT)+ V- (_VT)-
(.,h,¢.) +
A=l r=l
8n,
+ V. (n,9) = -V. (n,9,) + =,,.
Here 9 is the fluid velocit_ P is the pressure, _ is
the eoet_cient of viscosity, F is the body force due to
gravity, _ is the thermal conductivity of the mixture of
gases, ht is the enthalpy ofspecies k, Vt is the diffusion
velocity of species k, Q, is the heat reteased from reac-
tion r, and w, is production of species k by chemical
reaction. These equations are solved assuming that the
Individual species are ideal gases obeylng the thermal
equation of state,
Pt ffins, kT,
and that the differential relation between Internal ew
ergo u and pressure P isgiven by
IP
"f-I'
where "h the ratio of specific heats of the mixture, is
s function of its temperature and composition. In the
rest of this section, we briefly describe the ,Jgorithrm
and Input data used to model and couple the various
physical procemes. Full details of the numericd scheme
can be found In Reference 9.
The fluid convection algorithm must be able to
maintain the sht:p gradients present in flt:nm. Nu-
merically this mesas that the numerical diffusion in
the calculation must be oonsidertbly less then any im-
portant physical diffusion effect. Many explicit algo.
rithms now exist that treat sharp discontinuities in
flow variables accurately, but these methods t:e ex.
tremely inelTicient at the very low velocities associated
with laminar flames. The Barely Implicit Correction
Flux.Corrected T_ansport (BIC-FCT) algorithm to wu
developed specifically to solve low-I_d flow problem=
with high accuracy. BIC-FCT o_mbines tn expl_t
high.order, nordinet: _ method j! with an implicit
correction process. This combination maintains high*
order accuracy and yet removes the timestep limit im-
posed by the speed of sound. By using _ for the
explicit step,BIC-PL--_ is accurst* enough to corn-
put, with thtrp gTadients without overshootsand un-
dershoots. Thus spurious numerlc_ oscillations thst
would lead to unphysical c._emie_dre,_.ions do not oc-
(_Jff.
Thermal conductivity of the individtud species is
modelled by a polynomial fit in temperature to exper-
lmenttl d•_. Individual conductivitles t:e then aver-
aged using t mixture rtdel=, n to get the thermal con-
ductivity coegtcient of the gu mixture. A simflt: pre-
tees is used to obtain the mixture visc_ty from indi-
vidual viscosities. Heat and momentum diffusion are
then calculated explicitly using these coemclents. All
viscous tenm in the compressible Ntvier-Sto_es equ,-
tion have been included. In the problem considered
in this paper, the timestep imposed by the explidt
method for the diffusion terms is mmpar,ble to thst
used in the fluid transport step. Thus, there is no Ion
in e_dency sometimes a_oclat*d with explidt meth-
ods.
MMs diffusion also plays, major rote In det*_-
mlning the properties of laminar flamet Binary mass
diffusion coefficients are represented by an exponen-
tisJ fit to experimental data, and the indivldut_ tpecles
diffusion coemdents t:e obtained by applying mixture
rules _2. The individual species diffusion velodUes are
solvedforexplicidy by applying F'i&'slaw followedby
a correction procedure to ensure _ero net flux as. This
procedure is equivalent to using the iter•tive algorithm
DFLUX t_ to second order. "Dds method Is _m1_Um*
tlsJly fsst*r than one that uses matrix Invers|ons
is wellmaltedfor s vectorcomputer.
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Chemistry of the h0'drc_en-oxygenflame is mod-
elled by s set of 24 reversible reaction rRtcs describing
the interaction of eight species, Ha, O=, H, O, OH,
1102, H202, 1t20, and N2 Is considered a nonreacting
diluent as. This reaction set is solved st each timestep
with a vectortzed version of CHEMEQ, an integrator
for stiff ordinary differential equations Is. Becsuse of
the complexity of the reaction scheme and the large
number of computational cells in • two-dimensional
calculation, the solution of the chemical rate equations
takes • large fraction of the total computations] time.
A special version of CHEMF__ called TBA was devel-
oped to exploit the specis] hardwLre features of the
CRAY Y-MP vector computer. The current version of
TBA is also capable of running in pars]hi on multiple
prooessomd the CRAY Y-MP.
All of the c_errdcal and physical processes &e
solved sequentially and then are coupled asymptoti-
cally by tim_tep splitting sT. This modular approach
greatly simplifies the model and mskm it easier to test
and change the model. Individual modules were tested
against known ans]_ie and other previously verified
numerical solutions. One-dimensions] predictions of
the complete model were compared to those from the
_:"Lpgrangisn model FLAMEID which has been bench-
marked extensively against theory and experiment 12.
A variety of wall boundLry _ndiUons can be im-
posed to determine the effect of heat loss and viscos-
ity on the cellula r structures found in the flame. The
bounds;y conditions used in these calculations corre-
spond to tn isothermal no-dip wall, where the wall
,tef'nperature is held fixed at the Inlet temperature of
_the unburnt gas. Because we Lre interested in the
time-dependent dynamics of the flame, these bound-
kry conditions are imposed such that the simulations
eorresixmd to a flame propagating In a st_xcly man-
net in _ channel with adiabatic slip walk and at time
t ffi 0 enters t region where the walls are isotherms}
and no-slip.
In this study we restrict our attention to hydrogen
II-rnes propagating downwLrd In • flarnmabilit7 tube
and near the lean extinction limit. These flames have
very low burning velocities which drop further during
the extinction proce_. This makes it dilYicu]t to en-
sure that the flame is always in a well resolved portion
of the numerical grid. Two Important improvements
were made to the numerical model in order to more ac-
curately track these flames near extinction. The tinct k
• switch to • ooor_nste system attached to the flarne;
this ensures that the flame ls s]ways within the com-
putations] domain and also Inside the well reso]ved
zone. The second is the use of an automatic regrid-
ding scheme. This scheme will o0ncentrtte grid points
into regions of interest, based on vaflous derivatives
of temperature and species concentrations. This tech-
nique c_n ensure that the flame is well resolved even
when it no longer remains planar. In this study, grid
sdaption is performed only in the flow direction.
|It. Result._an_t Di_u._ion
Initial conditions for 2D calculations were taken from
1D calculations giving conditions for st_.ady, propagat-
ing flames. Fig. l describes the configuration stud-
led, ta_dgives the boundary conditions of the computs.
lions] domain. Unburnt gas flows in from the left, and
re_tion products of the flame flow out •t the right.
If the inlet velocity equak the apparent burning veloc.
ity of the flame, the flame IS fixed in _sr.e yielding
s steady solution. The, transient effects from ignl.
tion can be eliminated, and the one-dimensions] solu-
tion provides initial conditions for the two-dimensions]
calculation. The two.dimensional computations] do-
m_In was a 51 mm channelwithno-slipwallsheldst •
constant temperature of 298eK. A 144 x 128 variably
sparaxl grid with finely Ip_ed zones clustered around
the flame wss used for all the simulations. Previous
grid-resolution studies have shown that this resolution
is adequate for the problem at hand.
Effect of Wall Heat
In a previous paper t, we have discussed the dynamies
of downward-propagating flames in • two-dimensional
channel with adiabatic walk. In this case, the e_ect
of buoys.ncywas to supprem the tendency of the mix-
ture to exhibit a oellular structure. Furthermore, the
long.term evolutionof the flamewas a slow csciUs-
tionbetween t slightlyconv_ or concaveshape.The
overalldiscllkeappearanceassociatedwithnear-limit
dog.ward-prop•gatingflameswu notobservedinthat
simulation.This flameIscompared In Fig.2 with •
downwsrd-propagatlngflameinachannelwithisother-
rollwalls.The flarnmarerepresentedby theirOH con-
centrations •t s sequence of times. The effect of wall
heat Ic_ses k to quicldy extinguish the flame near the
walls and the extinguishment process spreads inwards
for • while until a balance k attained with the beat
generated by the flame. Even at the early times, the
flame is quite fist _! both the mllular structures at
the center and near the walls dl_ppear by 100 rm. At
later times, the flame takes on • shape slightly convex
to the flow. Unlike the case without heat loer,es, no m-
cillations are seen, evert when the calculations are ear-
fled out to a longer duration. The overall appearanoe
of the flame k similar to those observedexpeflmental]y
in near-limit mlxturm is.
]_ect_ o1'Fuel Concentration
Since the above simulation with heat losses shows that
simulations including the effect of wallheat losses can
correcOy depict the experimentally observed shape of
near-limit flames, further simulations were carried out
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for 10%, 9.5% and 9% hydrogen - ,dr mixtures. Fig. 3
compares fiArnes in 10%, 9.5% ........and_ hydrogen - air
mixtures. The top set of frames presents temperature
contours, the bottom set presents OH mole fraction
at 0.24s aP_er initiation. The OH contours provide a
useful indication of the strength of the reactions in the
flame. The flame can propagate without dimculty in
the I0% Hydrogen- sir mixture. A high concentration
of OH is formed in • thin zone which corresponds to
the high temperature gradient rqlon in the flame. The
apparent burning velocity of the flame Is higher than
that of an adiabatic one-dirnensionai flan_ in the same
mLxture. In the 9.5H mixture, the flame initially does
burn normally but Just shortly after the time shown
in the figure, the apparent flame velocity goes to zero
and the flame extinguishes. It can be noted in the
flgxAreth,t the OH ooncentrstion is much lower and
the flame is thicker, indicating a much weaker flame.
The last mixture presented in Fig. 3 is _ hydrogen -
air. In • channel with adiabatic wails, a flame can burn
In this mixture. However, in the the two-dimenslonai
ca|cuJation with heat loss, the flame does not burn.
The apparent flame velocity is always negative and very
little OH is produced. The low levels of OH in the
figure is the residue from the Initially adiabatic flame.
In this mixture the "flame" is very thick and resembles
s thermal wave.
Det, fls of the Extinguishment Pr _ochre
Since the 9.5% hydrogen.,ir mixture appears to be •t
or just past the flammability limit, further studies were
made on • 9.75H hydrogen-air mLxture, in order to un.
tier•rand the dynamics of the extinguishment process.
In Fig. 4, the centerline temperature is shown st • se-
quence of times for this mixture. If • flame is prop-
• gating at s stes_ly rate, the temperature profile at
successive times will fall on top of each other because
of the coordinate system used which moves with the
flame. Indeed for the first 160 ms, the flame appears
to be steadily propagating. ]t then slows down and the
temperature profile begins to spread out. After about,
240 ms, the characteristic "flsar_" profile is lost and
ter 0.24 and 0.32 sec., significant amounts of water can
be seen well ahead of the flame. By 0.32 soc. the low
levels of OH indicate that the flame has extinguished
When the mole fraction contounJ of hydrogen radical
and water were superposed, Rain large ,rnoun_ of w**
ter were observed in front of the hydrogen radical con.
tours, and H radical also docr_e, dramatically as the
flame extinguishes.
These observations indicate that products do in-
deed get in front of the flame _ vontribute to its ex-
tinguishment. From, the above simulations, It appears
that heat losses to the walls, first extinguish the flame
near the walls and this creates • lower temperature
(higher density) region near the walls when compared
to the central regions. Buoyancy acts on this difference
In densities and can _use the central regions to rise
up while the mixture near the walls flows down. This
should restdt in • reclrculstory flow pattern near the
wails. In Fig 6, the instantaneous streamlines at 320
ms are shown superpcsed on the water mole-fraction
contours. Large recircu|stion zones are clearly appar-
ent and such • flow pattern Is sufficient to move the
burnt products into the unburnt mixture ahead of the
original fl_nn_. One-dimensional calculations confirm
that • _df-sustained flame does not propagate down-
ward In the diluted fuel-sir mixture observed in the
two-dimensional slmulstiorm.
IV. Summary and Conclusion
The o_mputafional results presented here show that •
downwLrd propagating flame in an isothermal channel
h_, flammability limit of around 9.?$%. The exper-
imentally observed veJue Is between 9 and 10%. This
is In exesllent ,4_Teement with our results. Also in ex-
cellent •gTeement are the detailed observations of the
flame behavior at the point of extinguishment. Indeed,
the description of experimental results could apply ver-
batim to the the simuJstion of the 9.75H mixture. For
example, the flame is first observed to halt its down-
ward propagation and then _ctually move beck into the
burnt products. The flame Is quenched st the walls
the sharp distinction between the burnt and unbumt and tongues of colder gases, comprised malrdy of burnt
gases disappears. This is again In s_'eement with ex- products flow down the sides. At the same time, there
perlmental observations. Is in upward motion In the gases at the center of the
Next, the cause of this rapid change in the tem-
perature profile is Investigated. Fig. 5 takes • detsJled
look at the 9.75H hydrogen - air mixture. Contours of
the mole fraction of water (in white) are superimposed
on the OH radical contours. In the first frame, which k
at an early time, 0.08 see., these two Indicators depict
• '_Jormal* flame. By O.]B sec., water s_scent to the
walls moves ahead of the rest of the flame. By 0.24 ,_.
these contours clearly show tongues of tooter gu mov.
Ing down toward the unburnt mixture, In se._ordance
with the experimentsJ observetlorm. At later times, st-
channel, causing the flame to rise up into the burnt
products. ,% the primary conclusion of this work is
that detailed numerical simulations that include wall
heat lc_ can adequately simulate the dynfmic8 of
the extinguishment process in downward-propagating
hydrogen-air flames. Such simulations can now be used
to further explore the relative Importance of variotm
competlng mvchanlsrrm that cause the observed beh•v-
for.
Further slmu]ations Indicate that • flame prop**
gates downward steadily In • 9_ mixture In • channd
6O
with adi,batic walls •nd propagating ccllular _ames
• re ohserved in • zero-gravity environment. Therefore,
our detailed simulations indicate that both he•t losses
and gravity *re simultaneously required to cause the
olx, er red limit.
Even in the 10% mixture, heat losses to the walls
shorten the flame •nd different, i•l buoyancy should
cause the $_ses nee; the will to have • downward mo-
tion relative to the gs._es near Lhe center. This does
occur but • figure such as Fig. 6 shows thet the water
does not get ,he_l of the flame. Therefore, we con-
dude that the dilution of the unbumt mixture with
the products of combustion Is ,n ementl *I step in the
'extinguishment process.
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Figure 1. Initial ,rod bound,ay conditions for the two-
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Figure 2. C_mps.rison of flames in 10% H2 - sir mixture propsgatinl down_s_rd with heat losses (right) s._
without lc_.se_Oe_).
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024 sec art_r initiation.
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Figure 4. Center|ine temperature profiles at various times in 9.75% Hz - air mixture.
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Figure 5. HsO mole f_sction contours sure _ on OH mole fr_.tion contours in _ 9.75_ Hs - _lr mixture.
Figure 6. Instantaneous stre_mtines _uperposed on H20 mole friction oontoun _t llte t/me (0.32 mc) in 9.75%
H2 - _r mixture.
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Dynamics of Flames Near the Rich.Flammability Limit
of Hydrogen-Air Mixtures
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Abstract
Flames near the rich-flammability limit of hydrogen-air mixtures are stud-
ied using a detailed, time-dependent, one-dimensional Lagrangian model.
Results from the numerical simulations indicate that a steady burning ve-
locity is not obtained for very rich hydrogen-air mixtures. As the amount
of hydrogen is increased, at first a damped oscillation is observed in the
flame and burning velocities, and then with further increase in the amount
of hydrogen, an undamped oscillation with a complex set of frequencies is
observed Simulations with a simplified one-step irleversibh chemical reac-
tion do not show these oscillations, suggesting that chemical kinetics plays
a strong role in inducing these oscillations. Further analysis shows that the
oscillations are due to a competition for H atoms between chain branch-
ing and chain-terminating reactions. Simulations of spherically expanding
flames suggest that stretch effects (due to curvature) will cause the oscil-
lations to occur in less rich mixtures than that observed for planar flames.
The implications of these oscillations on the rich-flammability limit as wet]
as the role of chemical kinetics in creating a fundamental flammability limit
hs discussed.
This paper is declared a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject
to copyright protection in the United States
* Brown University, Providence, Pd 02912
** Berkeley Research Associates, Springfield, VA _1_0
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Introduction
Flammability limits can be defined as the limits of concentration or
pressure beyond which a fuel-oxidiser mixture does not support flame prop-
agation. A difficulty with this definition is that there are significant varia-
tions in the observed limits depending on the experimental set-up as well ss
the method of observation After reviewing the early empirical observations
or flammability limits, Coward and Jones I proposed a "standard" appara-
tus and procedure for determining the limits. They defined s mixture as
flammable if the flame propagates all the way to the top of the tube when
ignited at the bottom. If the flame fails before it reaches the top, the mix-
ture is considered nonflammable. Since then, this procedure and apparatus
have been used to obtain "standard" flammability limits. However, it must
be remembered, that there are mixtures beyond these standard limits which
can sustain a fiarne under specific conditions. In this paper, we investigate
the characteristics of flames propagating in hydrogen-air mixtures near the
standard rich-limit.
Various explanations for the observed flammability limits have been
based on factors such as buoyancy forces, preferential diffusion, flame chem-
istry, conductive and radiative heat losses, the aerodynamics of burnt gases,
and flame stretch _-s. In practical situations, many of these factors are
present simultaneously and may interact with each other, m_ing it very
difficult to evaluate the actual role of these individual factors. Numerical
simulations provide an ideal way to systematically isolate and evaluate the
role of various processes.
In a_ earlier study on the eft'cots of curvature sod dilution on flame
propagatlon4 s, it was shown that a flame can be extinguished with less
dilution in one geometry ths_ in another, even in the absence of external
heat losses _nd buoyancy effects. Specifically, we showed that a planar
fl_me can propagate steadily in a dilute mixture which does not support s
spherically expanding flame. Because this behavior is related to the effects
of flame stretch and Lewis number, it raises the fundamental question of
whether there is an extinguishment limit in the absence of stretch effects.
This question can be addressed by carefully studying the behavior of planar
flames in the absence of external heat losses and gravitational effects. Our
preliminary results 10 showed that there is such a limit. However, • more
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recent numerical study of lean methane-air'flames suuesta that there may
not be any limit in the absence of heat losses:1,
In th_ paper, we present results of a systematic study of flames in
rich hydrogen-air mixtures. First, we simulate the propagation of planar
tdiabatic-fiames in mixtures with different amounts of hydrogen. We ob-
serve unsteady flame propagation in certain very rich hydrogen-air mix-
turns. After investigating the source of these c_,cillations, we consider the
effects of stretch (due to curvature) on the near-limit behavior of lqmTJes
by simulating spherically symmetric flames. Finally, we discuss the effects
of other processes such ms heat losses amd buoyancy, on the propagation of
near-limit flames and flammability limit,.
The Numerical Model
The results presented here ire derived from numerical simulations using
a _me-dependent, one-dimensional, Lagrangisn model I= which solves the
corlservation equations for mug, momentum, energy and individual species
densities coupled to equations describing the detailed cherrdcal kinetics re-
actions, molecular diffusion, thermal conduction and thermal diffusion of
the various species involved in hydrogen-air combustion. The model per-
mits a wide variety of geometric, initial, boundary, amd time-varying energy
input conditions and wM specifically developed to study the various time-
dependent physical and chemical processeswhich control flame initiation,
propagation and extinction. An adaptive gridding technique is used to
ensure adequate numerical resolution and resolve the det_ib of the fl_T_
structure.
In theocalculations presented below, the model wM configured with an
open bound_y at one end to simulate _n unconfined system. Moat of the
calculations were performed in a plan_ (Cartesian) geometry and gravita-
tional and non-adiabatic effects were ignored in all calculations. Some of
the calculations considered a spherically expanding one-dimensional flm_m_.
The initial temperature and pressure of the mixtures considered were 298 K
and I atm, respectively.
The burning velocity of a flame is usually defined u the flm_¢ velocity
with respect to the unburned gases ahead of the flame. Therefore, it can be
calculated from the flame velocity if we know the velocity of the unburnt
gMes ahead of the flame. For planlr flames the velocity of the unburnt
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gases ahead of the flame is constant. Hence the burning velocity can be
unambiguously determined u the difference betweeen the flame velocity
and the flow velocity ahead of the flame,
v,,,,,, = vl,,,,, (1)
However, for spherically propagating flames of finite thickness, the fluid
velocity attains a maximum within the flame and then decreasesahead of
the flame (e.g. see ref. 9). A minimum value for the burning velocity can
be calculated by subtracting the maximum fluid velocity from the flame
velocity. A definition more appropriate for comparison with the planar
case is to consider the fluid velocity at the foot of the flame. A convenient
definition for the foot of the flame is the first location where the temperature
reaches a value of 300 K. In the results presented here, the burning velocity
of a spherical flame has been defined as the difference between the flame
velocity and the fluid velocity at the first location where the temperature
reaches a value of 300 K.
Results and Discussion
]n these calculations, the amount of hydrogen in the mixture wu sys-
tematically increased and with each concentration of hydrogen, the cal-
culations were carried out until a steadily propagating flame (if say) was
observed. The burning velocities were calculated as discussed above. The
simulations of planar flames are presented first and then the spherically
propagating flames are discussed.
Rich Hydrogen-Air Flames
Fig. 1 shows the flame velocity, fluid velocity and the burning velocity
for a 78% hydrogen-air mixture. All the velocities _e independent of time
and a steady burning velocity of about 30 em/s k obtained. When the
amount of hydrogen is increased to 79%, the burning velocity begins to
show very small amplitude oscillations but k e_cntially constant at about
23 cm/s. However, for a 80% hydrogen-LiT mixture, well defined oscillations
are observed initially for both the flame and fluid velocities u shown in
Fig. 2. The oscillations are damped and for longer times (greater than
0.12 s), a steady burning velocity of about I$ cm/s is observed. From the
simulations, the adiabatic flame temperature for this steady-state flame is
about 975 K.
7O
For s 81% hydrogen-air mixture, undamped oscillations are observed
which persist for very long times (Fig. 3). This cLlcu]ation wu _arried out
to 60,000 timesteps to reach • physical time of nearly 1 sec and more than
ten "cycles" of the oscillations are observed. During eich cycle, the burning
velocity drops from a peak of about 28 crn/s to t trough of about 6 ¢m/z.
When the amount of hydrogen is further increased to 82%, the burning
velocity goes nearly to zero following a peak in the burning velocity oscil-
lations. However, after more than halt"a second, a second peak is observed
in the burning velocity indicating that a flame can still propagate in this
mixture. The burning velocities for the 80-82 % hydrogen-air mixtures are
summarized in Fig. 4. From a comparison of the flames in the three m_-
tures, it appears that as the amount of hydrogen is incre-,sed,the frequency
of the oscillations decreases rapidly and near-zero burning velocities can be
attained during the osciLlations.
Oscillatory Flames in Detailed Simulations
Oscillations in the fame velocity have been observed in previous de-
tailed flame simulations ]_,_. Carter et. ai_s noted that they could not
obtain a steady burning velocity for mixtures with more than 76% hydro-
gen and suggested that the onset of an instability may be s precursor of
flammability limits. However, there was some question if the numerical
resolution used in their studies was _lequate. Furthermore, in t previous
study ]°, we also observed oscillations in the mixtures simulated by Carter
et. _1j3, but were able to get rid of the oscillations by sufficiently increasing
the numerical resolution. In a more recent study of lean methane flames,
Lakshmisha et.al 1] observed irregular oscillations in near-limit mixtures but
concluded that the oscillations were numerical in origin. Therefore, we did
s number of studies to End out if the osciLlations we observe are numerical
in origin.
The tests we did included varying the spati,,I and temporal resolutions
by upto a factor of three, changing the convergence criteria on the chemistry,
varying the ignition source, varying initial conditions, changing the size of
the system, changing the rezoning parameters and many more. In all cues
the results were perfectly reproducible, indicating that the oscillations are
indeed a result of the physics represented by the model and not • numerical
artifact.
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Oscillatory Flamesin Simplified Analyses
Sincetheoscillationsare not numerical in origin, there must be a mech-
anism involving diffusive, convective or chemical processesor combinations
of these processes The Lewis number (defined is thermal conduction di-
vided by mass diffusion)/'or the flames in which the oscillations are observed
is sreater than one. Oscillations have been predicted by theoretical and nu-
merical studies 14-1s when the Lewis number is greater than one and the
activation enerr_y of the single-step irreversible reaction used is very large.
The physical mechanism causing these oscillations has not yet been clearly
identified. It is not thermo-difl'usive in nature because the thermo-diffusive
instability mechanism is stabilisin s for these Lewis numbers. To explore
if the oscillations we observe is due to the same mechanism, the simula-
tions for the 80% hydrogen-air mixture were repeated using a single-step
Arrhenius reaction which gives the correct steady-state burning velocity
and flame temperature. The technique of Coffee etal. j7 was used to obtain
the parameters for the single-ste p reaction. Oscillations were not observed
in these simulations, suggesting that some aspect of the detailed chemical-
kinetic reaction mechanism used in our simulations may be responsible for
the oscillations. Further calculations were then done to isolate the reactions
which may be responsible for the observed behavior.
Chemical LDstabilJties
The flame temperature for s 80% mixture is just 975 K. With increases
in fuel concentration the temperature decreases further, but it is difficult to
define an adiabatic flame temperature for these flames because of the oscil-
latory behavior. An important set of reactions at these low temperatures is
the followLng in which there is a competition for H atoms between s chain
branching and a chain terrrdnating re_ction:
II+ 02 --011+ 0 (2)
H + O_ + M -- H03 + M (3)
At low temperatures (less than 950 K), it is possible that the H atoms
are consumed faster in chain terminating reactions than produced in chain
branching reactions. This could eventually lead to a situation where the en-
ersy released in exothermic reactions is not sufficient to balance the enerlLv
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dill"usedby the transport processes and hence the flame velocity decreases
with time. However, over a sufficient period of time, it is possible that
enough H atoms accumulate for significant enerlLY release to occur and
cause the flame velocity to increase again. Such a series of events can lead
to oscillations in the burning velocity. To test if this hypothesis can explain
the observed oscillations, a series of simulations were performed in which the
importance of the chain terminating reaction (Eqn. 3 above) wu systemat-
ically varied by modifying its pre-exponential factor. The burning velocities
in three such cases are compared in Fig. 5 Either increasing or decreasing
the overall chain-termination reaction rate by even a small amount (10%)
has a substantial effect on the time history of the burning velocity. When
the termination reaction rate is decreased by 10%, the frequency of the
oscillations increases and the amplitude decreases. When the termination
reaction rate is increased by 10%, the pattern of the oscillations changes and
consists of two peaks of different amplitudes. Furthermore, the minimum
value attained for the burning velocity is quite low (3 cm/s), This result
suggests that increasing the termination reaction rate might have the same
effect as increasing the amount of hydrogen in these near-limit mixtures.
To explore this possibility further, the termination reaction rate wu
doubled. The resulting time history of the burning velocity is compared
to the actual time history of the burning velocity in s 82% hydrogen-sit
mixture (Fig. 6). The striking similarity between the two results con-
firms the importance of the balance between the chain-branching and chain-
terminating reactions in near-limit hydrogen-air mixtures.
If the amount of hydrogen is further increased to 83%, the time between
the peaks in the burning velocity increases to more than 2 seconds and the
burning velocity is essentially nero between the peaks (Fig. 9'). Note that
the flame continues to be convected along with the fluid when the burning
velocity goes to nero (see the plot of the time history of flame position in
Fig. 8). In non-burning cases, tbe flame position ceases to advance and then
recedes with increasing time as thermal conduction diffuses the temperature
profile.
In Fig. 9, the time histories of the flame and fluid velocities in s 1t4%
mixture are shown on an expanded scale. In this cue, peaks in the burning
velocity are not observed _nd the flame and fluid velocities seem to be
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_ymptotically approaching each other. When these two velocities become
equal, the burnins velocity will become zero. The time taken to attain this
state depends on the amount of initiation enerlD, added st the beginning
of the calculation. Further simulations in which the amount of ignition
energy is increased makes the flame propagate for a while longer but it
eventually appears to die. If the amount of hydrogen is increued further,
• zero burnin K velocity is attained earlier. These simulations suuest that
• n intrinsic flammability limit miKht have been attained.
On FlsmmsbUity Limits
Sever,,] interesting observations can be made from the results presented
• bore. First of all, the calculated limit is beyond the experiment*11y oh-
served standard rich-flammability limit under normal gravity conditions.
There are two major possibilities for the differences between the exper-
iments] obser,'ations and these calculations. First of •If, the calculated
limit may depend on the chemical reaction rates used. As noted in Fig. 5,
the frequency, amplitude and other characteristics of the oscillations •re
noticeably affected by even small changes in the termination reaction rate.
Furthermore, if large changes _re made in the termination reaction rate,
the characteristics of the oscillation can be drutica]ly modified. For ex•m-
p]e,'if the termination reaction rate is halved, the oscillations completely
disappear in the 81% mixture (see Fig. I0). This does not me_ that the
oscillations are an artifact of the particular kinetic rates used. With the
termination rate halved, the oscillations will •ppeaz in s richer mixture.
Another example where the termination reaction rate is changed signifi-
cantly has been shown in Fig. 6. Here, the 8]% mixture behaves like • 82%
mixture when the termination reaction rate is doubled. That is, when this
rate is incre_ed significantly, the chemical instabillties occur ie• less-rich
mixture. Therefore, we conc]ude that the observed instabilities ire not u
artifact of the reaction rates used though the _tus] limiting mixture will
depend on the specific reaction rates used.
Another possibility for the differences noted between the numerics]
and experiments] observations may be due to the effects of gravity, stretch,
conductive or radiative best losses in the experiments or multidlmensions]
effects. As mentioned earlier, these effects have not been included in these
numeric_I simulations. Further simu]ationJ in which these effects •re sy,-
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ternatically included will provide valuable information on observed flamma-
bility limits. As • first step in this direction, the erects of stretch due to
curv•ture have been considered.
Spherically Props&ntin& Flames
Figure 11 shows the time variation of the flame, fluid and burning
velocities for a spherically propagating flame in • 80% hydrogen-air mixture.
Recall that • planar flame in this mixture exhibited very little oscillations
and quickly attained a steady burning velocity of about 18 cm/s. The
spherically propagating flame shows stronger oscillations which persist for
• longer time than in the planar case. A low burning velocity of •bout 6
cm/s is attained during the oscillations. Of course, st longer times, the
behavior of the spherically propagating flame is similar to that of • planar
flame since the erects of curvature diminish with increasing radii. The
stretch effect due to curvature can be minimized by increasin I the radius of
energy deposition and the •mount of enerlLv deposited. For the simulation
presented in Fig 11, 18 J of energy was deposited in • Oaussian profile
with a constant radius of deposition of 2 cm and over • period of 100
microseconds.
.Typical flame, fluid and burning velocities in • 81% hydrogen-air mix-
t_r'e are shown in Fig 12. Notice that a flame does not propagate for more
than 03 sec even when 200 J of energy are deposited in • volume with •
radius of 4 cm. An initial spike in the velocities is observed followed by a
rapid drop in the burning velocity to zero. Other initial conditions tried
also did not result in t propagating spherical flame in this mixture. This
suggests that s flammability limit is attained in • less rich mixture when
stretch effects are included.
Conclud|nK Remarks
The simulations presented in this paper have shown that • steady burn-
ink velocity is not attained even for planar flames in very rich hydrogen-sir
mixtures. The unsteady behavior observed in the flame and burning ve-
locities have been shown to be caused by • competition between • chain-
branching and • chain-terminating reaction. These two observations imply
that time-a_curate numerical simulations with multi-step kinetics m'e re-
quired to computationally study the rich-limit behavior of hydrogen-sb
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mixtures.
In very rich hydrogen-air mixtures, the burning velocity goes to zero,
suggesting a flammability limit determined by chemical kinetics. The de-
tails of the observed oscillations and the actual limit depend on the specific
values used for the reaction rates. However, the observed features do not
depend on the actual values of the reaction rates but require that there be
two competing reactions. A similar limit which depends on two competing
reactions has recently been reported by Law and Egolfopoulos s.
The limiting mixture observed in the planar simulations is outside the
experimentally observed flammability limit. Simulations of spherical flames
show that stretch effects due to curvature can cause unsteady burning veloc-
ities in different mixtures and shift the observed limit to less rich mixtures.
Other effects not included in the current simulations such _, radiative and
conductive losses may also modify the predicted flammability limit. There-
fore further simulations are planned to investigate if including small amount
of heat losses or other factors will produce the experimentally observed
limit. A possibility is that during one of the oscillations, when a very low
burning velocity (less than 1 cm/s) is attained, s small amount of heat loss
will be sufficient to prevent the fame from further propagation.
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FIGURES CAPTIONS
Fig. I Flame velocity, fluid velocity and burn;-& velocity in a "/8%
Hydrogen-Air mixture.
Fig. 2 Time evolution of the flame velocity, fluid velocity and
burning velocity in • 80% Hydrogen-Air mixture.
Fig. 3 Time evolution of the flame velocity, fluid velocity and
burn;,, E velocity in • 81% Hydrogen-Air mixture.
Fig. 4 Oscillations in the burning velocity of a series of Hydrogen-
A_r mixtures.
Fig. $ The efl'ects of modlfyLug the termination re_,ction rate in •
81% Hydrogen-Air mixture.
Fig. 6 Comparison of the time evolution of the burning velocity
in a 82% Hydrogen.Air _;xture to that in • 81% mixture with
the term;nation reaction rate doubled.
Fig. ? Time evolution of the flame velocity, fluid velocity and
burning velocity in a 83% Hydrogen.Air mixture.
Fig. 8 Time h_,tory of the position of' the flame in • 83%
Hydrogen- Air mixture.
Fig. 9 Time evolution of (a) the flame velocity and (b) the fluid
velocity in a S4% Hydrogen-Ah" mixture.
Fig. 10 Flame velocity, /quid velocity and burning velocity in a
81% Hydrogen-Air mixture when the termination reaction rate
is halved.
Fig. 1! Time evolution of tee flame, fuJd and burning veloeltles
of' a spherlcally expandlng/qame in a S0% Hydrogen-A|r mixture.
Fig. 12 Thne evolution of the flame, fuld and burn[n I vel0clties
of • spherically expanding _ame in • 81% Hydrogen-ALr mixture
when 200 3 of' energy are deposited w]th • radius of 4 ¢m and
over • thne per|od of I00 microseconds.
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